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THE PREFACE 
I. 
\ 
The subject under investigation is not an uncommon one 
I 
to investigations, but uncommon to its locality. This study 
is a comparative survey of the physical education programs of Iii 
, r 
I
ll! the five Negro Public secondary schools with five White se-
1
1 
condary schools of New Orleans, Louisiana, the south's largest ,I 
1
•, city with an approximate population of 650,000. 
New Orleans is the natural gateway of the Mississippi 
Valley to this continent as it nestles in the gentle curve of 
the Mississippi River. This southern city is noted for its 
rare and colorful history, its ports, public belt railroads, 
Mississippi River, the termination of railroads, toll free 
bridges, steamship lines, barge lines, intra-coastal canals, 
exports and imports, international houses and trade marts, air 
service, parks, museums, Latin background, types or homes, flo-
ral trails, spring fiestas, the Mardi Gras, Vieux Carre and 
II 
II 
II 
! 
I 
its food and climate. II 
Extreme temperatures do not prevail and outdoor recrea- 11 
tion and physical education is possible during almost any 
month. In this most interesting city, the dualistic type of 
education prevails, thus the author chose to study the status 
by comparison to each other and to standards. 
It might well be said that the investigation brought 
interesting results. The sound development of physical educa-
. I 
t1on in the public schools is dependent upon the administration ! 
concerned. 
-- =-==''~ q 
II 
I have 
I 
that 
The content of this study is organized in units which 
been based on an analysis of the various school situations 1 
are met by the teachers. By using the material found in 
!
this survey, the physical education administrators concerned 
1 
should get a functional understanding of the physical education 
I 
situation. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
I 
I THE NEED i\ ~~ - This study grew out of a need and desire to develop a II 
I; physical education program that would meet the individual needs 
1
j 
11 of the student, provide a wide. range and variety of activities 1: 
l in the present and probably -near future conditions, plus the :1 
! need to create an interest and stimulate teachers of physical j
1
tl 
tl 
education to more activity in their work by showing the condi- \I 
1j tiona and possibilities in these condi tiona and offering a 
:I 
I 
I 
! 
II 
'I I,
'I 
suitable worthwhile program in the city of New Orleans. 
It . takes more than a syllabus to create 
a valid physical education progr3.m . It 
takes many things which are not available 
in a large proportion of schools--adequate 
gymnasium, playground space, equipment, an 
. adequate staff of qualified teachers and 
supervisors, and an adequate medical staff.l 
Before a program .. for any particular area 
can be attempted, a careful analysis of the 
situation should be made if it is to be a 
valid program for prevailing conditions. 
Periodic checking of actual conditions is 
commonl~ recognized as . good business pro-
cedure. . 
:i 
1: 
I, 1 Roy 0. Billet, Fundamentals of Secondary School 11 
Teachin~, Houghton Mifflin Co., The Riverside Press, Cambridge, j1 
Mass., 940, pp. 444. ,: 
1
!,, 
2 J. C. Clapp, "Status of Physical Education in The 
High Schools of Illinois," "The Research Quarterly," Vol. 17, 
· II No. 1, March, 1946, p. 36. 
ll 
I 
II 
II _j_ 
It was felt that a picture of the status of PhYsical ed-
ucation in the eecondar.y schools of New Orleans would be of 
particular value in developing a suitable pro~am. 
THE PROBLEM: . { \ .. 
A Compa.rati ve. SU%'vey Of The Physical EdUcation Staffa • 
Facilities and Programs of Five Ne~o and Five \11ite pUblic 
Secondar,y Schools Of New orleans, Louisiana.. 
JUSTIFlCATION~· 'V.ALl.JE .9!· ~ §!Ql?Y: 
The usefulness and significance of this study should be 
of untold value because of the ~owing emphasis on. physical 
education, never changes in physical ed.ucation pxoogr~, . ac-
creditation of schools in the city of New Ol'lea.ne and. a lack 
of activities in the schools. 
SUrveys of physical education pro~ams have appeared 
macy times to detel'mine status and there is a particular and 
si~ificant point in su:rveying, that is to point the 'Way to 
needed revisions and adjustments in the schools that would 
bring about a. bette%' progtoam. This comp(l.rative su:rvey of 
schools in a singQla.r system of education pointe to needed 
revisions and adjustments. Another point ot information is 
2 
that in New Orleans a 4ual system of education existe and in 
the f'leld of physical education no study has been made on the 
secondary level to show the status of Vlhit e and Nes;-e pro-
grams, that is to the kno,.;ledge of the author. 
SCOPE OF TEE IEVESTIGATION 
· The· subject under inveetig~tion involves the statue of 
physical education in the Negro public hi~ schools Which totals 
----- IL==, 
1 - -
1
/ five, and five ot the ten White public high schools of com-
1 parable size. As previously stated, the dualistic system of 
I 
I education prevails. There are ten White high schools and 
I 
I five Negro high schools in the city. Each group or division 
is under a different superintendent who is directly under the 
administration of the state superintendent of education. In 
the ten White schools there are thirty physical education 
teachers and sixteen in the five Negro schools. 
The high school grades of New Orleans that are surveyed 
are ninth, tenth, eleventh and twelfth. The eight-tour plan 
is presently the type of organization in the educational sys-
tem. The supervisors of: physical education are directly un-
der their superintendents. The time allotment for physical 
education is set up by the state and consists of three sixty 
minute periods per week, one of which is used for health in-
struction. 
The student enrollment in White schools range from 285 
to 10g3 and in the Negro schools from 261 to 1997. The num-
ber of physical education teachers in a school range from 1-5 
!I 
II II 
3 11==-=----i" 
I 
II 
I 
!I 
II 
lt 
pending the size of enrollment. One school of the total fif- 11 
I 
lj I, 
II ll 
I, 
li 
I' 
jl_ 
teen schools, does not have a physical education teacher. The 
average size .of physical education classes in the White 
schools is 33 and 36 in the Negro schools. Generally, 
a class of 
to provide an 
tion, that is 
working under 
which include 
30-45 pupils is not too large 
excellent teaching situa-
prov1ding the teacher is 
favorable conditions, 
ample facilities and cert-in 
I 
II 
II 
ii 
specific objectives that lend them-
selves well to use by large groups.3 
The total number of secondary schools in the public 
1jschool system is fifteen: five Negro and ten White schools. 
lin order to present a great degree of comparison, the five 
I 
IW'hite schools wh1eh were comparable in size and physical edu-
ll cation staff to the Negro schools were chosen. ·The total num-
!i ber of teachers included in the inveetiga,t1on is thirty-three, 
11 seventeen in the five Wh1 te schools and sixteen in the Negro 
isobools. The teaoh&rs are placed according to school enroll-
ment, not as an average. Thirty-three questionnaires were 
lsent to the thirty-three teachers and thirty-two answers were 
I !received, a percentage of 97.2. 
I 
I 
j, 
II 
I' 
·I 
\I I, 
------~----------
1 
3 
E. Voltmer and A. Esslinger, Organization and Adminis-
1
1 tratlon .2!, Physical Education, F. S. Crofts and Co7';-New York, 
1940, pp. 1~=141. 
li 
! 
I 
II 
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I . 
The subject of investigation divides itself to include 
/; the organization of the program, the aims and objectives of the ' 
I program, the instructional staff, facilities and equipment, pro-
d 
' gram activities, and protessio~al assistance. Each phase or 
1 the study purports to point the comparative status of physical I 
J education in White and Negro secondary schools and to show re-
I 1 lation to certain accepted standards. 
A discussion of the methods and techniques used will 
!I serve as a basis for orientation. To discover the best survey 
II 
1 methods it was necessary to :review the field and fit the method 
11 
I I 
to the survey concerned. 
The method of approaoh .. is par-
ticularly the normative survey type 
since normative survey research in-
volves a canvass of present prac-
tices or conditions.~ 
The score card, a device tor data collecting and inter-
pretation, is an instrument of the normative survey research 
J
1 
and is the method of interpreting data in this study. The 
. score card used, developed by Dr. John M. Harmon, proves prac-
tical in the particular situation concerne.d. 
I 
The Harmon score card is one of 
fifteen sheets with an evaluation 
II ---4=-----
. 
I c. v. Good, A. s. Barr and D. E. Scates, The Methodo-
, lopy of Educational Research, Appleton-Century Company,Inc., 
!1 New York,New York, 1941, P• 772. 
I. 
lj 
- ~--=---j'=l =============:========---=-=--=--
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I, 
il 
)I 
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maximum of two thousand points 
to be assembled by using medians 
of groups.5 
I 
II Jl 
il This score card, a research study by Dr. John M. Harmorl 1, 
!I 
-:1 offers authentic consensus of opinion regarding the content and 
relative importance of factors in the physical education pro-
1 gram. In this study a minor adaptation of the score eard was 
,, 
I 
1 made to fit the situation. Because of no valid means of scor-
II 
' ing I teaching efficiency, a phase of the Harmon score card thattotals 
,I 
200 points, it was eliminated ~, thus making the total number of 
-
1 possi ble points lgoo points instead of 2000 points. 
I The sources of information, which the author felt were 
I! the best available sources, are teachers of physical education, 
I principals or secondary schools, the supervisor or physical 
educ!ttion, superintendentd of White and Negro schools and 
printed materials. The printed materials utilized were teach-
\1 ing outlines, syllabi, the New Orleans course of study for 
·I 
II health and physical education and letters of communication. The 
previously named sources are direct so~rces of information 
~~- which compose the major source of the investigation. Other in-
:il direct sources were the views of imminent authorities as ex-
11 pressed in recent bo<>ks and publications in the field of physi- !, 
\ cal education as will be identified in the bibliographical 
1
1 
!:.reference. II 
II 5 I, 
1 J. M. Harmon,Method of Procedure ~ ~ CAty Comhrehen- j 
'I sive School Health and Pnyslci! Education Survey, esearc 
. Quarterly, Vol. VI. -;-t'March l935) pp. 54=62. I . 
I 
! 
1! 
I 
··-- --- --=---- --- - __ c=~= = I. I\ 
The questionnaire and interview were divices used to \i 
I! secure related information which is found in the following chap-11 
'II 1: ters. In these chapters, the writer thought that the most 
1 
authentic method of evaluating data received would be that of th~ 
i score t~ard. 6 II 
These methods proved to bethe best for the type of in-
11 
I 
!vestigation because all are directed towards ascertaining what 
I
I . 
!prevailing conditions are and how prevalent they are.7 
i A general discussion of the methods of interpreting 
I 
idata is necessary to facilitate understanding and to serve as a 
means of orientation li for the reader. The major method of inter- 1' 
II 
'1 preting data is by means of tables and charts which show the 
!relative standing of physical education in the White and Negro 
I 
II schools an'd their relation to accepted standards. Simple sta-
il tistieal expressions are also adapted to ensure a more definite 
!\ presentation of facts and provide the reader with a clear under- ,
1 
'I I standing of the specific and total situation, which. is shown by 
' individual and group averages and percentages. 
I 
I 
! 
i 
The method of reporting syrvey data is 
: planat~on of tables and charts, a definite link 
I \l and their explanation, pointing differences and 
iprogram, showing relation of the White and Negro 
!other and to standards employed and a discussion 
found in the ext 
between data used 
likenesses of th~ 
:I 
programs to each jl 
of present sta-
1 
II 
6 E. C. Davis, Health~ P. !· Survey Methods, 
I!Publica tiona, Teachers College, Columbia University, N. 
1! 19;32, p. 67. 
II 
Bureau of ,! 
Y., N.Y., 
I 
,; 7 Ibid., p. 476. . 
'=-- =--.,:__ c::._~-:::. -=- =-=--------~ 
I g \ 
-~-- == :~--- =-=--=-=-
il The writer considered , seriously, the various methods andli 
II techniques and found that those previously mentioned proved morell 
I valuable and significant. It is believed that they are valuable'\ 
; because in a last analysis, a surveyor must select those methods \ 
i and techniques best adapted to the s1 tuation and to himself. 9 1! 
I I 
I; 
I 
I 
\I ,~ -------,-r-----
1/ 
8 E. C. Davis, 2£• cit., PP• 32-33 
I, 
II 9 E. C. Davis, loc. cit. 
r 
·I . j;-- ----
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II 
I 
:I 
II 
il 
., 
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II 
I 
I! 
I 
I 
!I 
9 I 
.I 
! CONCLUSION Q_-· F -SCOPE AND .;;.;IN;.;.;T;;.;R:o:n:u:cT: I:O:N-=============r 
The subject ot investigatiQn stresses the following 
points in the five White and five Negro secondary public 
I schools: 
I First: Ba$is of the past program of physical edu-
cation in the secondary schools surveyed. 
Second: Data Showing the present status of the 
program in relation to accepted standards 
tor training of 1nstructors, facilities 
and equipment, program organization, pro-
gram activities, and professional assistance. 
Third: The results of the analysis or the status. 
Fourth: A comparison · of reference of the White and 
Negro programs and the relation of each to 
accepted standards for evaluating physical 
education programs. 
Any program or physical education that is to function 
1 adequately must have sound, well established policies or guid-
1 
l ing rules. 
i 
10 
When all persons concerned know 
that one way rather than another is 
the accepted and best method of pro-
cedure for prevailing conditions, 
conflicts are reduced.l0 
Voltmer and Esslinger, 2Q• £!!., p. 56. 
I 
I 
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CHAPTER II 
10 
I, 
'I 
I REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
Much has been written in regard to survey methods and 
physical education programs, but only a brief summary or mate-
rials closely related to the problem will be given. 
A. LITERATURE ON SURVEYS 
Experts disagree widely as to the value of various 
methods and techniques used in surveying.l Cozens places em-
1 phasis on no special method of surveying but give a detailed 
account of what to survey, he recommends: 2 
.I 
'I 
I 
II 
-I: 
I 
1 
Part I. 
1. Description of school and community 
2. Legal aspects, city requirements 
3· Type of organization for the administra-
tion of health and Physical Education 
Part II. Health 
Part III . 
Legal basis 
Objectives, aims and purposes 
Curriculum content 
Inter-school and interscholastic athletics 
Facilities, equipment and supplies 
The teaching and supervisory staff 
Cost of the program 
Standing of the pupils--Standardized test 
Evaluation of the program 
Needs of the system 
Edwards C. Davis, Health and Physical Education Survet 
ji Methods, Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia Un - , 
· verslty, N. Y., 1932, p. 67. 
il 2 
I
I Frederick W. Cozens, "The Technique of a School Survey II 
in Health and Physical Education," Research Quarterly, Vol. VIII, 
i' (December, 1932) pp. 3-20 ~;;;...;....;=....;;~ 1' 
II 
II :lL ===~!:J=L===-=-=-=--=D=a=v=i=s=r=e=c=o=m=m=e=n=d=s=t=h=e=u=s=e=o=f=f=o=r=m=s=an===d===l=i=s=t=s=w=h=a=t=h=e== I 
!claims to be the first survey forms for school health and physi-
1 
cal education.3 He evaluated forty-nine methods and techniques 
1
and ranked them placing no emphasis on ranking. These methods 
l 
'jincluded interviews, record studies, observation, questionnaire, 
!tests and course of study evaluation. Wayman lists the same 
!items ro~ surveying as Cozens but only differs in the classifi- I 
jcation. 4 
'I The John M. Harmon score card, used in this investiga-
ltion, provides information relative to all aspects of physical 
education and is used for finding the status of a particular 
lschool system, not generally recommended for large areas. This 
lr core card is useful, offers the general oonoensus of the opin- ., 
~ one on what to survey and points the way or means to forming a 
'successful program of physical education by showing what eonsti-
ltutes good programs in standardized form. 
The J. M. Harmon score card is an authentic research 
r tudy which contained reports from . over one hundred physical edu 
il ation administrators, directors, and supervisors from every sec-
ll"ion of the United States.5 
IB. LITERATURE ON THE INSTRUCTIONAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF 
jl --3----
11 
II if. Agnes Wayman, 1What to Measure in Physical Education," 
1l Research Quarterly, Vol. I, (May, 1930), pp. 97-110. 
I 5 -
! John M. Harmon,"Methods of Procedure in the City Compre-
E. c. Davis, op. cit., pp. 27-68. 
lhensive School Health and Physical Education Survey," Research Quarterly Vol. VI (March,___!9 3_5) pp. 4-62. : _ 
11 
I 
I 1.2 1 
:1 /. 
--- -----r 
The following ideas p-;.~~ent_;d-are those which are gen----=1~-~~ 
erally accepted by educators in the field of physical education.1 
Voltmer and Esslinger enumerate four qualifications the ~~ 
teacher should have, 6 (1) personality (2) training, academic 
and professional (3) experience and (4) health. Wood and 
Brownell provide a similar list of teacher qualifications:7 (1) 
personality (2} academic training and (3) professional training. 
The high school ppysical education teacher should be a college 
graduate with a major in physical education.3,9 
The Harmon score card places special emphasis on the 
importance of the instructional staff. In addition to training I 
and other qualifications, the physical education teacher should 1 
be a membel' of two Ol' mol'e pl'ofes sional organizations ,10, 11 !1 
attend professional meetings regularly and should subscribe to 
10 W. R. LaPorte, The Physical Education Curriculum Los 
Angeles, The University of Southern California Press, 194o, 
p. 48 
11 J. B. Nash, ~ Administration of Health and Physical 
Education, N.Y.: A. s. Barnes & Co., 1938, pp. 402-417. 
I 
) 
-==
1
1 one or mo;e- professional magazines. All physical education 
I 
l teachers should be certified by the statel2 and be required a 
I medical examination.l3,14 
\i Authors differ widely in the exact numbers for teacher 
lj load, which absents same from standards, but all centered a-
li round twenty-five to thrity-five pupils, forty as a maximum, in 
1 a giv~n class period.15 The teacher should not be expected to 
I! handle more tham one hundred and fifty pupils per day •16 
'I !i 
II The administrative staff, in this study, is discussed in 1 
I d 
1 relation to professional assistance as given in the Harmon score! 
II card; in reference, professional assistance includes school or l'l
1 
I i 
J library books on education and physical education, magazines an~ ~ 
II other periodical literature and the supervision of teachers. ;: 
jl This pertains specifically to the physical education program. I! 
.1 One of the main jobs of administration in physical edu-
, 
I 
1 cation is to integrate the objectives of the program, the acti-
vities of the teacher and materials used.l7 
The director of physical education should hold the degre~ 1 d 
II 
II 
II 
II 
·, A. 
I 
I 
I 
12 
LaPorte, Loo. ~· 
13 Loo. cit. 
--
14 4o E. F. Voltmer & A. A. Esslinger, £2• cit., p. 1 • 
15 J. R. Sharman, Introduction to Physical Education, N. 
S. Barnes and Co., 1934, p. 144. -
16 .!lli·' p. 143. 
I 17 J. R. Sharman, Modern Principles of Physical Education, 
1 N.Y.: A. S. Barnes and Co., p. 190. 
I! 
I 
!I 
I 
11 
!I 
II 
.I 
-=-=~ Doctor of PhilosoPhy or -Doctor of Educa:-tion-;i th major i~ --
, 
i 
physical education.lS The duties of the director include the 
determination or school policies relative to physical education, 
employment of teachers and he is consultant for the division 
heads.l9 The supervisor should hold the degree of Master of Art 
with a major in physical education 20 and his duties include: 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
( 4) 
( 5) 
(6) 
(7) 
preparing and revising courses of study 
examining new materials and equipment 
demonstrating new subject matter and im-
proved methods of teaching 
conferring with teachers 
conducting teachers meetings for the im-
provement of instruction 
visiting schools and 
establishing standards of aohievement21 
Volrmer and Esslinger inject a personal interest in their. 
list of supervisory duties and state22 that after the staff has 
been selected, it is the job of the supervisor to provide for 
t raining in service by developing the learning attitude, en-
couraging additional study, providing reading material, provid-
ing good examples, conducting meetings and rewarding improvemen 
j and alertness. 
1---
-18 -
· J. F. Williams and C. L. Brownell, The Administration ~ 
Health and Physical Education,W. B. Saunders & Co., Phll.,Penn., 1934, pp:-29~3og 
19 Ibid., pp. 313-14. 
20 ~., p. 309. 
21 Ibid., p. 321. 
22 E. F. Voltmer and A. A. Esslinger, loc. cit., pp. 146-4. 
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The Harmon score card scores two hundred points ~or pro-
fessional assistance and makes the following allocation: 
(a) The school library should have at least five 
magazines in the field. of education and physi-
cal education--fifty points. 
(b) The library should have at leas,t a good variety 
of thirty booksin the .phys1cal education field 
published within the last ten years--fifty points. 
(c) The supervisor shogld. be responsible for best pos-
sible methods, encqurage . initiative of teachers, 
improve teaching, maintain &_democratic spirit,set 
up definite standards and 1n other ways motivate 
teachers--one hundred points. 
C. FACILITIES, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES 
The day has passed when satisfactory programs of physi-
cal education could be canducted in classrooms--and corridors 
and some boards of education have become convinced that gymna-
sium facilities bear the same relationship to physical educatio 
as the laboratory to phsics and chemistry, or shops to indus-
•· 
trial arts.23 In 1925 the National Education As-sociation 
I through its Committee on School Planning etated:24 
No junior or senior high school conforms 
to modern s.tandards . unless i.t provides ••• 
exercise for every .boy and girl, and no 
building is modern if it does not· make such 
provision possible. The gymnasium must be 
a "hall of health" with an abundance of 
fresh air and sunlight, ther~ must be offices 
where the director can give aareful physical 
examination ••.••• 
23 J. Z . Williams & C. L. Brownell, 2£• £!!., p. 336. 
24 Mabel Lee, The Conduct of' Physical Education, N. Y.: 
A. s. Barnes and Co., 1937, pp:-131-32. 
_ _j 
must be lookers and dressing rooms in 
order that pupils may put on appropriate 
gymnasium clothing, and there must be 
adequate showers so that every child 
will have a bath at the close of every 
gymnasium period. 
16 
In the main our public schools have inadequate gymnasium 
faoilities.25 The facilities in a school are just as important 
as the instructional staff of which we just made reference. If a 
school does not have adequate indoor and outdoor facilities, the 
desired program of a well trained staff would prove unthinkable. 
Sharman lists the facilities needed for physical educa-
ltion to include: 
1. 
2. 
Playil'lg fields 
Tennis courts 
3· 
4. 
Baseball diamonds, gymnasium, 
courts, locker rooms, shower rooms 
and swimming pools. 
Supplies and equipment such as 
balls, bats1 nets and gymnasium 
apparatus.2o 
Conditions determining the standards for facilities ~re 
age or the children, size of the plot, number or children likely 
to be on the grounds at one time and the groups served.27 Stan-
dards for areas of play vary. It is generally agreed that ten 
to fifteen acres 28 is suitable for high school in order to 
25 Ibid., p. 129. 
26 J. R. Sharman, Introduction to Physical Education, N. Y , 
A. s. Barnes and Co., 1934, p. 152. 
27 J. F. Williams, Principles of Physical Education, w. B. 
!saunders and Co., Phil., Penn., 1938, p. 340. 
I 
: 28 4 W. R. Laporte, loc. cit., p. 1. 
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- -- ~~o-;lde --space tor team games as basketball, volleyball, soccer 
i 
I and others, also for individual and dual sports as tennis, bad-
minton and handball. 
One gymnasium for every six hundred students is recommend 
ect,29 separate gymnasiums tor boys and girls of an average size ~ ­
sixty-tive by ninety teet.30,31 Where gymnasiums are not avail-
able provision should be made at least for dressing rooms,showe~ 
. ~ 
rooms and offices with health service ~reas, rest rooms and nee s-
sary toilet tacilities.32 A gymnasium need is sometimes met by 
a combination of gymnasium and auditorium pro~ided the schedul-
ing is handled correctly. The variety and amount of equipment 
needed also varies according to the number of students, the 
type of facilities and the activities offered. Suggested equip-
ment and facilities tor team and dual games are balls, bats, 
nets, darts, racquets, goals, hookey sticks, discs, shuffle-
board sticks and paddles.33 The number will vary with facilities 
a.nd the number or students. 
First aid supplies should be kept on hand at all times 
I and should include absorbent cotton, adhesive tape, various 
,~ 
29 M. L., 212· ill·' P• 132. 
30 LaPorte, Loo. cit. 
-
31 Lee, Loo. cit. 
--
32 LaPorte, loo. oi t. 
33 Lee, loo. ill·, PP• 169-79-
I 
i 
=I ----,--=---= 
I 
I 
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-=-=-='- sized gauze bandages, antiseptics and scissors.J ----
I 
The above listed facilities, equipment and supplies have 
reference to those found in average schools. The Harmon score 
card includes all of these aspects and out of a two thousand 
maximum score for a standard program allocates four hundred 
points to this phase; indoor facilities--sixty-five points, out-
door facilities--seventy points, equipment fifty points,general 
supplies such as balls etc.--fifty points and first aid supplies 
-•twenty-five points. 
.:/ 
D. PROGRAM ORGANIZATION 
Methods for organizing the physical education program 
have appeared from time to time in many books and journals. Wel 
known physical educators as Leslie Irwin, J. B. Nash, J. F. 
Williams, W. R. LaPorte, E. F. Voltmer, J. R. Sharman and other 
j have reviewed the field and have given us much of the basis of 
modern progressive programs today. Inasmuch as the experiences 
of these educators vary, the opinions relative to program or-
ganization vary. Fortunately enough, however, we do not find as 
many conflicting views on this phase of physical education as 
in some other aspects. In many of the various parts of program 
organization in physical education, standards have been set up 
due to the mutuality of educators. These standards will be re-
viewed here as briefly as possible with references made to the 
congruity of conceptions of the educators in the field. 
1-
I 34 LaPorte, loc. cit., p. 44. 
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It is the general conoensus of opinion that a definite 
II 35,36,37 program of instruction should be required for every student. 
Each program should have definite aims and objectives. 
Aims and objectives by most educators are used together, objec-
tives serving as steps toward aims. Objectives are absent of 
standards, thus a compilation of those generally accepted are 
reviewed. The generally accepted objectives are: 
1. Development of organic vitality.3g 
2. Intellectual development.39 
3· Development of emotional eontrol.4o 
4. The recreational objective.41 
5. Development of neuro-muscular skills. 42,43 
35 Ibid., PP• 44-5. 
36 J. R. Sharman, The ~eaehing of Physical Education, N.Y.: 
A. S. Barnes and Co., 1937, pp. 28-3r-
37 Leslie R. Irwin, The Physical Education Curriculum, 
St. Louis: The C. V. Mosby-Go., 1944, pp. 55-60. 
38 J. B. Nash, ££• cit., p. 103 
39 Federiok Rand, The Educational Objectives of Physical 
Education, N. Y.; A. S. Barnes & Company, 1937, p. )00. 
40 Ibid. 
41 Irwin, 2£• cit., P• 6o. 
42 Nash, ~· £!!• 
43 N. P. Neilson and W. Van Hagen, Physical Education for 
Elementary Schools, N.Y.: A. S. Barnes and Co., 1938, p. 6:--
==ll-================~' r 1 
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6. Development or social standards of 
conduct.q.q. 
For high school pupils the time allotment should be 
five sixty minute periods per week. 45,46 The program should be 
so organized as to include a one hundred percent enrollment in 
physical education, whether the classes are corrective or nor-
mal. Each student should have an examination before assigned 
to classes and should be classified as follows.47 
Group A. The average normal children without 
defects of such nature as to limit 
their participation. They would be 
classified as unlimited and might 
participate in any vigorous activity. 
Group B. Those children having conditions de-
manding limitation of activity. Clas-
sified as restricted or modified cases. 
Group C. Those catalogued as corrective cases. 
Inasmuch as the conclusive Harmon score card denotes an 
examination by the physical education teacher, many authors dis-
agree. LaPorte states that school officers or teachers should 
1 never accept 
I the limit of 
this responsibility and that first aid should be 
service offered. 
I
I - 1T'1T'"~ 
lj:lj: Ibid. 
45 Irwin, loc. cit., p. 63 
46 Nash, loc. £!!., P• 278. 
47 LaPorte, loc. cit., pp. 45-46. 
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Class sizes are closely related to space and facilities 
facilities, equipment, teachers and space are factors in deter-
mining class sizes.4a The standard size ranges from thirty to 
forty pupils and should not exceed sixty in any case.49,50 
The teacher load should not exceed five clock hours or 
fourteen hundred minutes per week for class instruction and not 
more than fifteen hundred minutes including extra-curricula as-
signm~nts.51 
In order to promote efficient class functioning, the 
following records should be kept and used. 
1. 
2. 
4: 
5· 6. 
7· 
Health record 
Attendance 
Records of grades given 
Record of equipment issued to class 
Record of looker assignment 
Teachers informational record 
Record of material and equipment needed52 
Academic credit for physical education should be given 
and required tor graduation.53,54 The basis for awarding grades 
45 J. F. Williams & C. L. Brownell, ~Administration~ 
Health and Physical Education, W. B. Saunders & Co., Phil., Pen 
1937' p :286. 
49 LaPorte, loo. ill·, p~ 47. 
50 J. R. Sharman, .2£• .£!..!•, p. 63. 
51 LaPorte, Loo. ill· 
52 E. · F. Voltmer and A. A. Esslinger, loc. cit.,pp.315-1~. 
I 
53 J. R. Sharman, Modern Principles of~ys~l EducatloJ , 
. N. Y.: A. S. Barnes and Co., 1937, pp. 29-30." II 
54 E. w. Nixon & F. W. Cozens, An Introduction to Physics~ 
Education, w. B. Saunders & Co. ,Phil. ,renn., 193'1-, p. !3& II 
j-=~-
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i 1. Attainment in physical aspects 
2. Attainment in social aspects 
3· Attainment in mental aspects56 
E. PROGRAM ACTIVITIES 
Program activities, as surveyed, include the activities 
.of the instructional period,intramural and interscholastics. 
I 
Standards for selecting activities for high .school are: 
1. Select activities not likely to cause 
physical or social injury. 
2. Select activities of a wide variety that 
are interesting. 
3· Select big muscle activity which pupils 
will be apt to use in later life. 
4. Select those activities of educational 
value. 
5· Select activities which stimulate vital 
organs. 
b. Select activities that can be used in an 
extensive intramural program, including 
dancing and hiking.57 
J. F. Williams states,58 that the basis for selecting 
55 Seward C. Staley, The Curriculum in Sports, (Physical 
Education): W. B. Saunders and Company,Ph1-r.,Penn.,l935,p.245. 
I 56 E. F. Voltmer & A. A. Esslinger, ~· £!!., p. 309. 
1
1 57 N. P. Neilson, ttNational Study of Professional Education 
in Physical Education," report of The National Committee, Re-
search Quarterly of the APEA, (December, 1935), p. 56. 
5g J. F. Williams, loo. £!!., pp. ~12-18 
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activities should be first, developmental value; second, carry 
over value; third, interest to students, opportunity to satisfy 
natural urges and impulses; and fourth, social value. 
For the participation phase of the program, intramural 
athletics are highly recommended.59 A large variety of intra-
mural activities should be offered throughout the year.60,61 
The intramural program also depends on facilities and equipment, 
thus it should arise out of the instructional period. 
There should be an interscholastic program for boys under 
careful administration of physical education teachers. 62 The 
athletic program for girls should be maintained as an intra-
mural activity supplemented by an occasional play day. These 
policies for girls are strongly recommended by the Amateur 
Athletic Federation of America, Women's Division, by the Nation 1 
Association Df Directors for Women in Colleges and Universities 
and other similar bodies.63,64 
For the secondary schools, LaPorte lists the following 
activities and designates the number of weeks for each:65 
59 LaPorte, .!.2.£• ill•, p. 54. 
60 Lee, loc. cit., P• 445. 
61 J. R. Sharman , .2E.. ill·' PP• 
62 LaPorte, Loc. cit. 
-
63 Ibid., p. 56 
64 Lee, loc. oi t., p. 269. 
65 w. R. LaPorte, loc. ill·' P• 
266-269. 
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'I 
facilities devoting from three to six weeks for each activity. 
Activities must be provided for special eases. For 
66,6 ,7 
those who are restricted the following activities are suggested: 
1. 
2. 
4: 
5· 6. 
Aerial darts 
Archery 
Bounce ball 
Bowling 
Bull board 
Horseshoes 
66 M. Lee, loc. cit., p. 102. 
67 LaPorte, loc. cit., p. 52. 
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1· Paddle tennis 
8. Ping pong 
9· Quoits 
10. Shuffleboard 
11. Tether tennis 
12. Card and table games 
13. Swimming (Restricted) 
Whenever possible, coeducational activities should be 
offered. 
LaPorte "lists the following as suitable ·coeducational 
games:68 
1. Archery 
2. Badminton 
3· Bowling 
4. Dancing 
5· Tennis 
6. Swimming 
1· Card games and others." 
'!'he above literature serves as a basis, substantiating 
the Harmon Score Card, for the evaluation of the status of phy-
1sical education in New Orleans Public High Schools; it also con-
stitutes the foundation for an analysis in the light of these 
evaluations. 
bg Ibid., p. 51 
1: 
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CHAPTER III 
I 
THE STAFF 
In order to prepare individuals to live successfully in 
democracy the teachers and administrators play one of the most 
impo~tant parts. The teachers and administrators are the basic 
factors in the educational process of the child and the type of 
teaching and administration determines the results. Th~ physi-
1 cal education teacher has more influence in developing attitude 
I 
I and behavior of students than any other teacher in the field of 
education. The physical education teacher is in a most strate-
gic and challenging position. Poor administrators and teachers 
could never satisfy a suitable program of physical education. 
During the past decade, improved professional training 
has characterized all types of education. Just as the success o 
any enterprise which involves human interrelationships is depen-
dent largely upon wise direction, the program of health and phy 
sical education requires competent leadership.l 
Nash laments2 the fact that it is. only through competen 
leadership we are able to secure the desirable educational by-
products of activities which in the last analysis are the ob-
jectives of the physical education curriculum. 
1--1--
1 J. F. Williams and C. L. Brownell, The Administration of 
Health and Physical Education, W. B. Saunders and Co., Phulade! 
J 
phia, Pa., 193~, p. 292. . 
-
- . 
1 
2 J. B. Nash, Administration of Physical Education, New 
York, A. s. Barnes and Co., 1938, p. ~~. 
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i PART I. THE INSTRUCTIONAL STAFF 
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are: 
Aspects of the instructional staff that were surveyed 
1. Kind of Professional Training: 
a) This refers to professional preparation 
in the field of physical education and includes 
basic courses as biology, anatomy, science, chem-
istry, hygiene, physiology, psychology, sociology; 
physical education courses as the administration 
of physical education, principles of physical edu-
cation, method of teaching physical activity, 
courses in physical activity; courses in educa-
tion including directed teaching and elective 
courses in other fields. 
b) Other relative phases investigated which 
are listed in Table I, The Instructional Staff, 
are self explanatory and include the extent of 
training, recency of training, membership in pro-
fessional organizations, attendance at professional 
organizational meetings, length of teaching expe-
rience and physical fitness of the instructor. 
THE INSTRUCTIONAL STAFF: 
The statue of a teacher in the New Orleans Public 
I 
II 
: 
li 
II 
II 
I !Schools is that of teacher and payroll substitute, one who does l1 
not hold tenure, both of whom are regular teachers in the school jl 
,and day-by-day or temporary substitute who reports on absence of 
I 
i1the regular teacher. The entire physical education instructional 
)! 
! 2gl 
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' staff in both White and Negro schools, surveyed, consist of full I\ 
I time teachers and payroll substitutes, all of whom are special il 
!teachers of physical education. Table I, The Status of the In- I 
!, structional Staff in the White High School, is a statistical re-
I port or preparation and training of the instructional staff in I 
the five White schools under investigation. Each individual 1 
teacher is ranked according to the standard score given per 
l item and then e¥aluated as a group, determining the total stand-
!1 1ng. In order to teach in the public school system a college de- l 
l' gree is required with specifications and qualifications as to tht 
I! teaching field, therefore, all teachers are graduate teachers bu~ 
ll they differ in the kind of training; extent of training, expe- II 
' 
rience, etc.3 1 
Of the total White schools, surveyed, no physical educatioj 
i 
1 
teacher received a perfect score in their professional training •
11 There are seventeen physical education teachers in the White high 
1' schools investigated and as indicated in Table I, the percentage 1: 
1 having the necessary professional training was 72.2. Eighty-four II 
percent is the highest of the total number of teachers. The I\ 
1,seventeen teachers 1n the White high schools,surveyed, were co1- 1 ~ 
11 lege graduates, three of whom hold the masters degree, two women [! 
Land one man. 'l'wo of the teachers have received credit hours to- ) 
II 
,ward a masters degree. Less than 50% of the teachers have re-
I 
I' ceived six credits in their field in five years, one school of 
-I 
3 cf. ~· p. 12.. 
---- ---
1 the five White schools, ho;eve-r--:- -rec-;iving a perfect sco-;.;-a~d 
I; one 
hundred percent in this item. 
Inasmuch as professional organizations contribute to 
teachers held 
'I 
II 
II 
29 1 
-11 
j teacher efficiency, as is a recognized fact, the 
l1 64.g percent of membership in the desired number 
II 
organizations. In the White schools, one of the 
of professional jl 
five schools 11 
I ~ I l
1 
indicated teachers with no representation or membership in pro-
~ fessional organizations. Attendance at six professional meet-
1· ings in a year is the recommended standard. All White teachers 
I 
r: of the various schools indicated attendance to some degree, no 
jl 
·: staff of any one school receiving under 50 percent of teachers 
I: not in attendance. The White high school teachers vary from 30 
to 65 percent in measuring up to the standard of teaching expe- I 
rience. I 
All teachers, White and Negro, must be certified by the 1 
state and are required to undergo a physical examination. All II 
I White teachers indicated 100 percent in this item.4 I 
I, 
I, The average teacher load for White teachers is well wit~-
11 
in the accepted standard5 and average 20 to 45, one teacher hav1l 
ing a total of Go as an average. The average number of teachinJ 
periods per day is five in the White schools, the other period 
a duty or work period. 
Questionnaire responses were received from all Negro 
secondary school teachers. ·The entire teaching corps of the 
4 Item 7, Table I. 
5 cf. ante. p. 21. 
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1
rive Negro schools, surveyed, sixteen in number, are college 
lgraduates and full time teachers, two of whom are payroll sub-
1 
i: 
i stitutes; a teacher who does not hold tenure . 
Of all the Negro high school teachers, sixteen in number l 
I 
l one teacher had 100 percent of the necessary 8 cademic and pro-
1fessional training, and the entire corps of teachers received 
' the percentage rank of S3.~ of the necessary training. Of the 
'I sixteen graduate teachers, two hold the masters degree and three 
'have completed credits toward same degree. Over 60 percent of 
I 
the Negro teachers have received six credits in their field in 
I 
I f'ive years. 
seven of the sixteen teachers hold no membership in pror 
~~ fessional organizations, two of the five schools having a 100 II 
The other II 
II 1
1 percent representation and one having no membership. 
i three schools varying from forty to sixty percent. I 
Even though a fair percentage of teachers hold member-
!! ship in professional organizations, only seven of the teachers 
11 attended professional meetings. The percentage of attendance 
1: ranging from zero to one hundred, one school having teachers looll 
percent in attendance. 
Due to the fact that six of the sixteen teachers are 
new teachers in the schools, the measure of teaching experience 1 
1 fell below the standard to 4S.8 percent. All Negro teachers 
I 
I measure up to physical fitness standard, a requirement of the 
board of education. 
I 
The average teacher load for Negro teachers also fell 
within the standard and averages from thirty to forty-five 
I pup;ls per -period-:- -
All high sohool Negro teachers have six teaching periods , 
'per day and carry an average teaohing load o~ one hundred ninety{ 
'five pupils per day. The extra-curricul.a work of the physical 
I 
I 
education teacher, which includes year round coaching and other 
duties, is not counted in the teaching load and includes from 
1
,zero to twenty hours per week. I 
f, From the standpoint of professional and academic training ~ 
l' i t can be seen that the Negro high school teachers have a more /1 
I 
ii superior staff than the Wh1 tes in the Wh1 te schools surveyed. By I' 
II 
1consulting Table I and II, we find Negro teachers with a per-
;centage of 83.4 and White teachers with 77.2 percent. The high- ! 
:; est percentage found in any one of the Wh1 te schools is 84.5 and II 
I' in the Negro schools, 90 percent. Neither of the two groups fell 1 
-
below 50 percent of the standard, for the instructional staff, but 
ranged from 54.6 to 90 percent. 
In item 2 of the comparative Tables I and II, we find 
I 
II 
II 
11
that Negro teachers fell below White teachers 6.8 percent, White '11 
!' teachers having more extensive training. 
Item 3, recency of training, indicates a 65.6 percent 
for Negro teachers and 47 percent for Whites, which thus desig- II 
j,nates two phases of the instructional staff of the Negro teachers 
I !'above the Wh1 te. 
I, II 
From the percentage measurement of the 
ll found that more Wh1 te teachers hold membership in professional 
two groups it was l 
';organizations than Negro teachers, a percentage increment of 
White teachers above Negro teachers of 8.4 percent. Neither 
,, 
32 
-- ----'!'group was -less than 50 percent below the standard, 50 percent 
and over ranking as a fairly good percentage. 
i Attendance at professional meetings also indicated White 
teachers above Negro teachers. In this item Negro teachers fell 
\
below the 50 percent mark, thus designating White teachers ratin 
', three items above Negro teachers, in the seven items of evalua-
tion. 
Four of the White teachers, of the seventeen, and four I 
of the Negro teachers, of the sixteen, surveyed, met the standar 
score for teaching experience; both groups having a similar per-
centage. The Negro teachers, in relation to teaching experience, 
' received a percentage of 4g.~ and White, 4g.2. The six tenths 
percent increase in this aspect of the instructional staff gives 
I 
the Negro teachers three aspects above the Whites. All teachers, 
Negro and White, measured up to the standard score for physical 
fitness. 
I From the previous analysis we can see that, out of the 
seven items of evaluation, Negro and White teachers were equal o · 
one (See Item 7, Tables I and II) and above each other on three, 
the Negro teachers above White teachers on Item 1, 3 and 6 and 
Whites above Negroes on Item 2, 4 and 5· 
According to the standard specifications for instructor 
I 
and their kind of training, 6 the Negro ~d ·White ::. 'teaohers fall 
... 
!below the standard. 
I 
I b of.~., p. 12 . 
==~-'!==============================~, 
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From the standpoint of the instructional staff, in re- I 
I 
both ! 
I 
I 
I lation to standards, a good instructional staff is found in 
Jl White and Negro sohoo ls ; the two groups show a degree of compari+ 
I! son in that the Negro and White teaohers received 72.1 percent il 
1!and 72.2 percent, respectively, of the necessary aspects of the J'i 
i! 
I. kind of training. 
ji 
li 
II 
li 
II 
li 
I 
I 
I 
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ITEililS 
Kind of 
Professional 
Training 100 
Extent of 
Training 75 
Recency of 
Training_ 50 
Member ship in 
Professi onal25 
Organizations 
Attendance at 
Professional 
Meetinus 25 
Teaching 
Exgerienc~ 50 
Physical 
Fitness 75 
Individual 
futals 400 
Individual 100 
Percentages 
-··· ~-- " ir~ ="~ 
II 
I· f 
A B 
I 
74 64 
50 40 
50 0 
25 0 
25 0 
50 0 
75 75 
349 179 
.1 87.3 44.8 
TABLE I 
THE INSTRUCTIONAL STAFF--WHITE HIGH SCHOOLS 
:: : :: - ... 
T ·E A c H E R s 
c D E F G H I J K L M N 0 
I 
90 8~f 8'] 8~4 6_7 6_4 72 84 72 86 82 82 
50 5( 4( 7E 5C 65 "75 50 50 65 50 40 
50 ( ( 5C c 0 50 50 0 50 50 0 
25 2!= 2E c c 0 25 25 25 25 0 25 
I 
I 
0 2E 2E 25! 25 0 25 25 25 25 0 25 
0 2E 2~E 25 50 0 25 50 25 25 0 25 
75 7E 7_E 75 75 75 75 75 75 75 75 75 
I 
290 26C 27? 354 267 204 347 359 272 351 257 272 
i 
12ru . q_J 6~ 84 66~ 51 86.8 800 68 87B 64..,111 68 
-
Item 
-----
p Q R Tot. 
67 86 66 1312 
50 50 50 900 
0 50 0 400 
0 25 25 275 
0 llsoo 
10 sol 50 410 
75 75 75 1275 
! 
202 361 291 4872 
5Q.5 90.'3 ~ --
I 
.. 
Item 
Av. 
77.2 
52.9 
23.5 
16.2 
17.7 
24.1 
75 
-
I 
' ,, 
il 
fi -~==~+ 
' II 
-
Item 
-
Perce 
I 
I 
77 .. 2 I 
70.5 ll 
47.0 II II 
I 
64.8 I I 
1 
70.8 II 
48.2 II 
' 
100 II 
I I! 
288.6 1 72.2 II 
II 
II 
-- -
II 
!I 
ll 
~---~--11 
TABLE II 
THE INSTRUCTIONAL STAFF--NEGRO HIGH SCHOOLS 
" -- 1--· -- ..... - -·- - - ---,, 
I! 
ITEMS T E c H E R s 
II A B c D E F H I • E L II 
,, 
KiJ~ of 92 82 84 74 74 88 8 74 80 10( 9€ 85 8E Pr~!fes siona1 100 T I •. r !l.n~n_g 
ExJient of 
I 
TrJ~!lJ.ng 75 75 40 50 40 40 50 7 so 50 5( 5( 50 1~ 
Re9;ency of 
Trad.ning 50 50 0 50 0 0 50 ( 50 50 5_( 5_( 50 c Me~ership i 
Pr9tressiona1 
0 I • t" 25 25 25 0 0 0 25 2 0 0 2f 2f 0 2E rg13-n~za ~on 
At~fnde.nce a I' 
Pr9ressiona1 
0 25 25 0 0 0 25 0 2! 2f 25 MeEJ~ings 25 2•, 0 
Tea;ph~ng Ex:R~rience 50 50 25 10 10 10 25 5( 0 0 5( 2f 50 25 
Pny[Fical-
Fi~ness 75 75 75 75 75 75 75 7f 75 75 7~ 75 75 75 
~ ota1 400 1 367 272 294 199 199 313 31( 274 255 56f 34€ 308 253 
~ ~centag 100 91.8 68.0 73.5 50.0 50.0178.3 77.5 685 63.8 sa 9 oo. 5 no 63.3 
0 
8 81 
5( ~ 
5( 5C 
0 25 
0 c 
25 25 
75 75 
281 296 
'72.5 74.0 
_._ 
Item 
p Tot. 
72~ 
50 765 
25 525 
25 225 
25 175 
10 ! 390 
75 1200 
Item 
Av. 
83.4 
47.8 
32.8 
14.1 
10.9 
24.4 
75.0 
I' 
II I; 
-~-1-
--.JJ. 
It4 
Perc~ rt 
,, 
83 j 
. ~ 
i! 
II 
65.7 
!I 65.61 
II 
56.~! 
I 
I 45. ~ 
48. JI 
II 100.q 
282 4614 ,88.4 72.11 
I 
70.5 
-- -- -- II 
" 
--- -- :()3 --~=1(51 
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PROFESSIONAL ASSISTANCE 
We refer to professional assistance in physical education I 
I 
' as the library facilities available to physical education tea-
l 
11 chers, and the functions of the supe:M"isor. The administrative 
rl 
~' staff of the school system offers assistance through their 
!mediator, the supervisor. 
,, 
From the standpoint of library facilities it was found 
!that four of the five White schools surveyed have the necessary 
'
!number of recognized magazines for use in physical education. 
,! 
liOnly one school did not meet the standard for magazines in pby-
lsical education. All White schools met the standard score on 
!' supervisory d.uties7 giving them 100 percent in this item, Item 3ll 
I 
ITable III. 
I 
rl 
By consulting Table IV, the relative standing of profes-
the Negro schools can be found. Table IV I 
I 
lsional assistance in 
'I 
II !indicated that only one sohool had the necessary magazines in 
l1physical education, and two had the required number of books to 
i'meet the recommended standard. 
I! 
I 
II 
indicated a 100 percent standing I I~ All Negro schools also 
I 
I for 
1: 
;~same 
,I 
i:same 
I 
supervisory duties. Both Negro and White schools have the 
supervisor of physical education in that they are in the 
system. The duties of direotorg of physical education are 
,, 
·shared by both the assistant superintendent and the supervisor 
I 
I 
7 of.~., pp. 13-15 
g cf. ante., pp. 13-14. 
II 
I 
I 
I' 
II 
I 
I 
II p I' i' II 
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as there is no director. This applies to both White and Negro 
il 
I schools. 
The supervisor of physical education in the New Orleans 
public school system is a college graduate with a major in phy-
1i 
I 
1 
sical education, who acts in the capacity of supervisor but lackil 
It I 
1the required master's degree, one of the requirements of super- I 
ll viso!', His job consists of school visitations, conferences with I 
!! principals, issuance of equipment to the various schools, and J\ 
.. making of schedules. Teachers conferences are held when the 
I! 
supervisor visits the school and there are no group meetings of 
II the physical education teachers and supervisor. 
Because of the large number of teachers and schools that l 
I' . I 
, need the functions of the s~pervisor, his visitations to the 
I schools are few. Item 1 of Tables III and IV indicate that the II 
I II 
! five White schools surveyed have SO percent of the necessary 
1
1 
! library facilities and Negro schools only 20 percent. 
By consulting the same two tables, we also find that 
I' Item 2, libr~y books, are more in excess in Negro schools than 
II 
IWhite, a percentage of 4o and 20 respectively. 
' Both groups registered 100 percent in supervisory II aspects 
of professional assistance. 
From the standpoint of professional assistance, it can 
be seen that the White schools are definitely superior to the 
\: Negro schools. By consulting Tables III and IV, we find the 
I 
!' percentage for White schools 75 and Negro schools 65. According 
1to the standards specified, the Negro schools are 70 points be-
' low and White schools are fifty points below which de signa~~~~ 
--- - - -_ :-::---....=::=-=-=:-=...===-=-..=-.::=--
I 
j· 
,: 
ti 
~=-= =I!~ -==- == 
11
deficienoy in professional assistance in White schools, and 
I 
I 
==---- ~-~ =-
a 20 11 
,,point deficiency in Negro schools from Whi:te schools, a greater 
!'deficiency. 
II 
1. 
I 
I 
,I 
II 
I 
I 
TABLE III 
PROFESSIONAL ASSISTM~CE--WHITE HIGH SCHOOLS 
-
STAN-
ITEMS DARD s c H 0 0 L s SCORE TOT. 
' A B c D E 
School or department 
library has at least 
5 magazines in field 
of Health or Physical 
Education 50 50 50 50 50 0 200 
Library has at least 
50 books in Physical 
Education 50 0 50 0 0 0 50 
Supervisor is 
responsible for 100 100 100 100 100 100 500 
teacher imp~ovement 
Total 200 150 200 150 150 100 750 
Percentage 100 75.0 100.0 75.0 75.D 500 --
==-~----
I 
I 
I 
I 
,, 
I 
I ERCENT- 1 
AV • .J. GE 
) 
II 
/, 
I, 
40 so.o 1
1 
I 
I 
10 2o.o I 
100 100.0 ': 
I' I 
150 75.0 Ji 
-- -
il 
i, 
40 
TABLE IV 
PROFESSIONAL ASSISTANCE--NEGRO HIGH SCHOOLS 
I 
I 
I STAN- s c H 0 0 L s DARD PERCENT-
ITEMS SCORE A B c D E TOT AV AGE 
I 
II ~ chool or department 
1
library has at least I 
5 magazines in field I ~f Health or Physical 
ducation 50 0 0 0 0 50 50 10 20.0 II 
~ibrary has at least ll 0 books in Physical 
ducat ion 50 0 0 0 50 50 100 20 40.0 I, 
I~ . . jl 1 uperVl.sor ~s I 
'responsible for I 
:teacher improvement 100 100 100 100 100 100 500 100 100.0 I 
II 
II 
Total 200 100 100 100 150 200 650 1;30 65.0 i 
I 
I 
Percentage 100 50.0 50.0 50.0 75.0 oo.o 
-- - - II 
I 
I ' I 
r 
I il 
II 
1: 
~==- ---· 
I 
II 
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- T--- ----
11 
!: 
II 
\! 
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FACILITIES, EQ,UIJ?MEI\fT .AND SUPPLl:&:S 
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' CHAPTER IV 
li 
I 
II 
I :I 
'I 
:I 
FACILITIES, EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES 
The term facilities designated herein, indoor and out-
I' door facilities such as play space, buildings, apparatus room, 
store room, olass room, health room, supply room, dressing rooms J 
!lockers, shower rooms, courts, fields, and_ tracks; equipment re- I 
I 
11 fers to those aids that are fixed as mats, pianos, bars, ropes, 
11 
rings, scales, hurdles, dumb bells, ladders and other light ap-
;; paratus; supplies indicate materials as balls, bats, etc., and 
I 
1 first aid materials for protection of the physical education 
ji program. 
,, 
li There are few ' schools in any area that have all the 
'necessary facilities, equipment, and supplies. In the many s1t-
lj 
I' uations where there are no physical education facilities,. the I 
II teacher should make use of hallways and outdoor spaces. The lack 
li of facilities is not sufficient excuse for the lack of a pro-
1 
i, gram.l The instructional staff and its importance as discussed 
I 
[in chapters one and two, cannot be overemphasized. The teacher 
1 is an interrelated figure in all aspects of the physical educa-
jtion program. 
From the standpoint of ample play space available,three 
or the five Negro schools have ample space which is in good oon- j 
I I 
'l dition, one of the schools having a small play area which has to j 
I 
I A. 
1 Mabel Lee, The Conduct of Physical Eduoation,N. 
s. Barnes & Co.,-r937, p. l3~ 
y.: I! 
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and the other school with no play space available ~cept that 
of a small basement~ Ne~o schools indicated seventy p~roent 
of the best possible arra.ng_ement of buildfng~ in reg_a.rd to 
classroom location, lavatories and available facilities in the 
school. 
The percentage of indoor facilities in Ne~o schools range 
from 9.1 to 27.? percent. Of all the Ne~o schools, no school 
has facilities for exercise, bleachers, apparatus room, oor- _-
reetive room, instructor's office or swimming __ pool. One school 
of the five has access to a playg~Qund swimming pool. All five 
of the Negro schools have reat rooms, su.pp].y rooms, store rooms 
and some place for --health servi'ce, it not a room. In one of th 
schools; four pbysioal education teaeh~s have no classrooms bu 
met their classes in the basement. Table VI, . Status of Facili-
ties in the Negro Schools, reveals that Negro schools have 24.9 
percent of the necessary indoor facilities, 49.2 points below 
the standards for indoor facilities. In regard to outdoor fa-
cilities in the Negro hig):l schools, there is much dttl)lication-
of use. Durins _the fall season all outdoor uea.e are ueed for 
fall sports such as soccer, speedball and football. The winter 
season converts these play areas into baSketball courts or 
court, depending on the school, and spr~ng _ season further con-
verts them into softball and baseball diamonds and ~or track 
and .field events, that is, ua: .. the three schools that have 
l enou~ available space for same. Conversion of ~lay space is ~=-- --= ~~~~~tic of ~l_!_:~~chools the yea1- round. The ___ _ 
I 
I 
I 
I' 
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iNegro schools are way below the standard for outdoor facilities 
I 
:with a total of 21.4 percent. The percentage for each of the 
five Negro schools ranged from 8.6 percent to 27.1 percent . 
II In the analysis of the status of equipment in Negro highl 
if sehools, we find a still smaller percentage, 1~.~ percent, than II 
!' the previous item of facilities. Not any of the Negro schools 
j investigated had equipment such as a piano, corrective room 
\ equipment, a horse, ropes, rings, dynamometers, stall bars,elubs l~ 
I 
j dumbbells or any other light apparatus o Two of the five schools II 
I have mats and bars o The percentage of indoor facilities in the 11 
I I 
f five schools ranged from g to 1~ percent which is a very poor :1 
!percentage. In regard to equipment, the Negro schools are 52.8 j· 
ll points below the standard which is fifty points.(See Table VI !1 
~~~ page ) \ 
1 
In the analysis of the status of general supplies for I 
I activities in the Negro schools it was found that four of the , 
I five 
ldred 
,! 
age 
I 
schools surveyed met the standard, a percentage of one hun-
for each of the four schools and the other school a percent-~ ; 
of zero. 
By consulting Table VI, in relation to first aid sup-
I plies, we can see the same four schools received 100 percent for 'i 
j the protection of the physical education program , This percentag~ 
1. also ranged from zero to 100 percent giving the Negro schools 
!i the total percentage of 20 in this i temo il 
II I 
II 
il 
For any one school to reach the standard of 100 percent !~ 
Jl 
all facilities and equipment and supplies must be met according 
=== 
1
1 to each standard. The total percentage found for each individual 
~-==-=-- k=--=- - =====c- --==--= - = ~-~ 
il 
.I 
==~1~'- ===============---'"----'-= --41 __ :___==~ 
\Negro school was 10 percent, 36 percent, 59 percent, 61 percent 
I and 69.5 percent for the necessary facilities; the first two 
!percentages for schools given falling below the 50 percent mark 
I !which would ordinarily mark a fair amount of facilities. 
I 
I An analysis of Table V, The Status of Facilities in White 
High Schools, revealed that from the standpoint of play 
according to enrollment, of the five White high schools 
space, 
four did! 
I[ not have ample play space, the other school having 100 percent 
lor the necessary play areas. By reference to Table V, Item 2, 
ithe arrangement of buildings, indicated the same percentage as 
1
\ Item 1. 100 percent of the buildings properly placed in one 
!White school and decidedly improper arrangement in the other 
four schools. The percentage for Items l and 2 for White 
schools is 20. 
li It was also found, in regard to indoor facilities, that 
l the White secondary schools have 50.2 percent of the necessary 
I 
il 
II 
I' 
II 
il 
II 
jindoor facilities. One school of the five has all of the indoor\ 
11 facilities under evaluation except a swimming pool. Three of 1: 
the schools do not have bleachers, apparatus room, a health unit 
II 
II 
room or instructor's office; the last school of the five has no 11 
!indoor facilities at all. 
I The percentage of indoor facilities for White schools, 
I 
1
according to the specific standards of measurement, ranged from 
33.8 percent to 83.1 percent, two schools of the five above the 
' 150 percent mark. 
)I Item 4, outdoor facilities, revealed a decrease in per-
-=-===-l~~~a~e from indoor fac1~1!1es in the White schools. The rank___!or _ 
l! the total schools is 29.4 percent. Of the five White schools, 
one school met the standard of 100 percent, two have small play 
I 
jl areas that are converted for various sports and games 
1 to the season, and two of the schools have no outdoor 
according :J 
facilities ! 
at all. II The range of percentage for indoor facilities in White 
!schools is from zero to 7g.6 percent, only one school above the 
l5o percent mark. 
I 
I By consulting Table V, Item 5, equipment, we find that 
li the five White schools have 3S percent of the necessary equip-
11 ment. Three of the five White schools did not have bars, a 
li piano , dynamometers , hurdles , dumbbells and other light appara-
11 tus, the remaining two schools have no equipment at all. 
II 
1 from 24 to 76 percent, the percentage of 76 to the one school 
The percentage of equipment in the five schools ranged I' II 
that ranked first in the other four items. The remaining four 11 
I 
schools fell below the 50 percent level. 1 
According to the evaluation and analysis made in regard ll 
to items 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, one of the White schools received a 
!great deal more facilities, equipment and supplies than the 
other four. It was stated that this particular school received 
more administrative assistance and is to be a model by which the ' 
lother schools will be developed. j 
11 Items 6, general supplies, and 7, first aid supplies, ] 
!reveal a 100 percent standing of the five White . schools surveyed 
i 
;! There was no percentage range, as in these two i terns all White 
[I schools were equal and met the necessary standards. 
,, 
- I'----- The total percentage of each item per White school l-- ---
1 
II 
li 
~~ ==========~~======~~======================~~~===--4£ 1. ===== 
'I ranged from 29. S to 90. 5 percent , the 90. 5 percent evaluation ,I 
I II 
1~ for the one White school which rated above 50 percent in all !i 
:I 
j1 items. (See Table V.) The remaining four White schools were be- I 
I I I' low 50 percent in each item evaluated in Table V. • I 
Comparing the play area of the five White and Negro 
11 schools we find that Negro schools have 60 percent of available 
I play space and Wh1 te schools with only 20 percent. In thi s as.-
I 
ipect, both Negro and White schools fell below the standard. The 
I 
1Negro schools are forty points below the standard and White 
Jl schools eighty points below. 
I' 
By evaluating the specifications cited for placement of 
buildings, it is found that Negro schools have 70 percent of 
'I I 
I 
I 
i 
I, 
ll 
It 
I 
proper placement and White schools 20 percent. 
schools fall below the standard, Negro schools 
!! White schools twenty points. . 
Both groups of 
~welve points and l\ 
II 
groups fall below the standard specifications, White schools 
1
1 
1
32.4 points below and the Negro schools 49.2 points below. 1 
1
1 
In relation to outdoor facilities, the White schools j 
I 
are still superior. The percentage of outdoor facilities, equipf 
Jment and supplies in White schools is 29.14- and Negro schools \: 
1 21.~. Both groups of schools, however, are far below the stan-
i 
11 dard specification in this item also, the White schools 39.4 
I 
1points below and Negro schools fifty-five points below the 
[~tandard score for outdoor facilities. 
- ---= =---=-== ~=~· - =====-"'====,=~. 
] 
) 
II 
I! 
--====i/! ~ 1--- ===== 4 7 ·'··==== i From the standpoint of equipment, White schools are 
1
'1 I 
1 also superior to Negro schools. It was found that Negro schools 11 
I ::v :e:: :: t ~er::n :h:: :::e:::e ::::~ b:::i :::: :s ~:l~:::o: c:::l• II 
1 standard specifications, the Negro schools 42.8 points below and 1 
IWhite schools thirty-one points below. 
,: 
There is a decisive superiority of White schools over 11 
I 
!Negro schools in general supplies such as balls, bats, etc. for 
!! activities. As Table V indicates, the five White schools have 
)i 100 percent of the necessary supplies and Negro schools 84 per-
,1 1 !cent. In this aspect, only the Negro schools fel below the 
I jstandard by eight points. Both groups, White and Negro, have 
II 
·I I. 
1\ 
1
1
indexes of a good amount and variety of supplies. This 1s due 
1
1 to the fact that fac111 ties are limited and naturally there 
1
would be no excess supplies on hand for activities for which the \ 
1\ supplies could not be utilized. 
1 White schools also registered a perfect score in firs~ 
laid supplies. Negro schools fell short of the mark by the ab- il 
' sence of first aid supplies in one school, giving the percentage ! 
1
rank of SO percent in Negro sohools. Out of the seven items of II 
i evaluation, on facilities, equipment and supplies, the White 11 
J schools are superior to the Negro schools in five, i terns 3 to 7, 1: 
and Negro schools superior to Whites in two, i terns 1 and 2. (See II 
II Tables V and VI). 
The percentage range, per Negro schools according to !! 
II 
jthe total of items evaluated, is 10 to 69.5 percent and in White ' 
-=- -c.: ~~~~~~~-s from 33·3 to 90.5 percent. The highest ranking Wh -':._te -=-''-=-
I/ 
48 ll 
- ------1 school having the percentage of 90.5 and the highest -Negro =- --~=~ 
II school 69.5. Even though White schools ranked superior in the I 
imajority of items, the two items in which the Negro schools 
iranked superior (See Table VI) revealed a total percentage in-
1 
il crease of Negro over White schools of 3.2 percent. 
I 
,: 
II 
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II 
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i TABLE V 
STATUS OF FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT--WHITE HIGH SCHOOLS 
1 
I 
I 
!I 
ITEM 
I STAN-I 
DARD s c H 0 0 L s 
SCORE A B c D E TOT. Av. 
Play Space 100 . 0 100 0 0 0 100 20.0 
I 
40 0 40 0 0 0 40 8.0 20.0 
65 22 54 25 55 29 163 32.6 
70 0 55 25 19 6 103 20.6 
50 12 58 12 10 25 95 19.0 
General Supplies 100.0 II 50 50 50 50 50 50 250 so.o 
i 
I 
i 
First Aid Supplies 
Total 
~=- r -=--==-=-=--=-== 
I 
I' 
II 
I 
J· 
I 
I 
25 25 25 
400 109 562 
100.0 2;a8 90.5 
25 25 25 125 25.0 1oo.oo1 
!j 
155 157 155 876 175.2 45.8 
--- ~ 
55.8 5 9.3 39.5 
II 
r 
I 
50 '1 
--- -----·- .=....;.:,_~----- ~'-= ----- ·---- ----~-
I 
li 
li 
,I 
TABLE VI 
II 
II 
STATUS OF FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT--NEGRO HIGH SCHOOLS 
I 
'I STAN-ITEM DARD s c H 0 0 L s PERCENT-
II SCORE TOT. AV. AGE I 
I 
I A B c D E ll 
~LAY SPACE 100 0 100 100 100 0 300 60.0 60.0 II I 
!Arrangement of 
li 
Buildings 40 40 40 40 .· 20 0 140 28.0 70 .0 I 
Indoor Facilities 65 6 10 8 37 18 79 15.8 24.9 I' II 
iPutdoor Facili tie 3 70 19 14 6 30 6 75 15.0 21.4 !I 
II 
'I l \Equipment 50 4 5 7 16 
- 4 36 7.2 14.4 11 
I II 
!General Supplies 50 50 50 50 50 10 210 42.0 84.0 II I 
First Aid Supplie~ 25 25 25 25 25 0 100 20.0 80.0 
II 
I' 940 88.0 II ~otal 400 144 244 236 278 38 47.0 
I 
II ,, Percenta.ge 100.0 36:0 61.0 59.0 69.5 10.0 -- -- --
I I 
I 
I, 
I 
I ! 
I I 
I I 
-~-- --- --------
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CHAPTER V 
THE PHYSICAL EDUCATION PROGRAM I 
II 
II PART I: PROGHAM ORGANIZATION 
The organization of the physical education program 1 
points the direation in which the program is to move. Good orga-
ihization tends toward good programs. The preceding chapters, in~ 
lbtructional staff and fao1li ties, are major faa tors in the orga- l 
hization of the program. Objectives are closely related to pro- I 
~ram content and organization and should precede each phase. The ,i 
I :1 
. I 
r bjectives should be in accord with individual needs. To preven~ 
elimination of duplication objectives are discussed in Chapter I].l 
,I I 
i~he objectives are the same for both Negro and White schools and I 
li I 
li1.nclude: I 
·1 (1) Physical growth and development il 
' ( 2) Development of leisure time skills I~ 
li 
I 
(3) Social development 
i In this phase of the investigation we are interested 1
1 ~ n the comparison of the Negro and White schools as to the enrol] -~ent in physical eduaation, time allotment, examinations, assign~~ 
f
. ents to classes, class sizes, teacher load, records, methods of I 
arking in physical education and award system. Tables are the 1 
i 
means of interpreting data and each school is scored individuall~i 
II I! r ecording to percent per i tern. II 
II Table VII, an analysis of program organization in the' 
II 
,, ii 
li 1 cf'. ~. pp. 19. II 
~==----,r 
II II !• 
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jj White schools investigated, reveals that 80 percent or the II 
•
1 
schools have 100 percent enrollment in physical education. Four I 
;I 
J of the five schools have a 100 percent enrollment, the remainin~j 
school has less than 100 percent enrollment. The accepted 1 
I 
standard for time allotment in physical education is sixty 
' minutes daily.2 New Orleans public secondary schools allocates 
two sixty minute periods per week. It was found that one 
,I 
school ' 
li 
II 
I. 
of the five White schools met the standard of sixty minutes 
daily, all other schools not meeting the standard. 
j· Varying percentages were also found in item 3, annual 
examination by a physician. The percentage range in this item 
is 94 •. 5 to 109 percent. The aspects of evaluation in this i tern ;\ 
I ~ 
II are examination of the heart, ,lungs, vision, hearing, nose, 
1 teeth, throat, state of nutrition, skin, family health history 
I and per_sonal health history. The varying percentages show that 
!' all schools, in the one system of education, did not receive 11 
I the same type of examination. This applies to the White schools!' I' 
1i investigated. I 
I 
I 
I 
II 
I 
One school of the five White schools met the standard 
for examinations given by the physical education teacher. The 
remaining schools ranked zero in that there was no examination 
given by the physical education teacher. It was further indi-
cated that only 20 percent of the White schools made pupil assi~-
\ments to classes according to 
\percentage of schools met the 
I! 
ji 
needs and skills. The remaining 1 
standard specifications 100 per-
~-~~-=----~~~c-f-~-=-~-~-~-e-.~ p: ~~~=~========= 
===--- --
JILl,== ii 53(~ ==== I ============~~~=============-~~ joent. In this item the White schools were 32 pointe below the I 
jatandard, 1: 
' or the students enrolled in physical education classes in 
1
the White schools all were in classes or 4o or less. All schools 
11
were 100 percent on this item and met the required standard, the 
' 
standard being from 30 to 45 per class. In the analysis ot 
questionnaires relative to item 7, corrective classes, it was 
ltound that there were no corrective or remedial classes at all. 
'All students that were remedial or corrective cases were in 
classes with normal pupils or did not take physical education at 1
1 all. One school of the five indicated corrective room equipment 
I /but did not designate corrective classes. In this item White 1 
schools are below the standard 25 points. !1 
The percentage range for proper teaching load 1n the Whit~ 
II 
schools is from zero to 100 percent. Eighty percent of the Whit~ 
!I high school teachers have 1400 minutes of teaching duties or less. 
Four of the five schools met the standard for this item. Accord] 
ing to the analysis, those schools which met the standard have I 
lrive teaching periods per teacher and one work or duty period. 
The teachers in the remaining schools teach six classes per day. 
In this item the White schools fall below the standard only 
!points. 
five 
1 
II 
II 
\\ schools 
!I !ment. 
It is interesting to note that one of the five .White 
did not keep records of examinations, skills and equip-
The absence of record keeping in this school lowered the 
lj 
iJ would be 100 percent standing to 80 percent. On this i tern the 
~!White schools fell six points below the standard. 
~~-:::=-::--==----===--= t 
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II 
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11 As Table VII indicates, physical education is required f f r 
1 graduation. All White schools met the standard on this item. 
Table VII also reveals a variety of marking system in th
1l 
I 
White schools sprveyed. The method of marking, according to 11 
specifications, should include regularity of attendance, effort, \1 
sportsmanship, achievement in knowledge, skills and attitudes, Ji 
posture, improvement in physical fitness, taking showers and 
1
1 costume. It can easily be seen that the schools would not mea- II 
I
I sure up to 100 percent in this item, because, as stated in four 
1
of the White schools there were no shower facilities.3 The per-
i 
I 
centage range was from 60 to 100 percent, the percentage of 100 
1
1 falling to the school having necessary shower facilities. The 
1 sehools showed a percentage of S6 for use of the correct and 
!inclusive method of marking, and fell below the standard 2.8 
I 
IJ points. 
II 
11 Three of the five White schools used the award system 
!wherein points are given for mental, physical and social effi-
eiency in order to receive the school monogram. One of the 
schools was in the process of developing a point or system of 
awards that is to be completed at the end of the school year 
1950. The remaining school of the five had no system of awards.
1 II 
It was found that 60 percent of the schools used the award sys- ! 
Item. In relation to the number of points allocated for use of 
.the award system, White schools fell below S points. 
Table VIII, program organization in the Negro schools, 
3 cf. ~., pp. 21. 
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-11 reveal;that So percent of the schools have pupils enrolled 
55Jl __ _ 
in ·r·----
i 
1' physical education classes 100 percent. Four of the Negro 
I I schools have a 100 percent enrollment; the remaining school in-
1dicated, in the analysis, that all students did not attend phy-
sical education classes placing the total standing of Negro 
schools eleven points below the standard. 
I 
I 
·1 The accepted standard for time allotment in physical 
ll aat1on is siXty minutes daily.4 Negro schools do not reach the 
il standard by any percentage. Each school has three periods per 
I 
edu- 1 
11 
!week for 
!making a 
physical education, one of which is used for health, 
total of 120 minutes per week. 
I Varying percentages were also found in Negro schools 
relative to the annual examination.5 The percentage range from 
II 
zero to 94.5 percent. One school, of the five, had no examina-
tion program at all. The remaining four schools varied on the 
aspects covered in the examination. ~~ 
It was found that no Negro schools held physical examina-,1 
tiona by the physical education teacher, indicating a zero per-
It  
centage in this item, and a decrease of 35 points below the I 
standard. Item 5 of Table VII, assignments to class according 
to skills and needs, revealed a percentage range of zero to 100 
!percent. Three of the five Negro schools made such assignments, 1 
II 
the other two schools according to class level. The percentage 
1 rank I in this item for Negro schools is 60. In this item, the 
1
1
1
---r:-4--t -cf. an e. , p. 20. 
I 1 5t See page , Chapter V for aspects of the examination e-va ua ea.. 
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!Negro schools fell below the standard 16 points. 
!I ii 
II or the total number or students enrolled in normal physical 
1
Jeducation classes, 60 percent of the schools averaged classes of !: 
. I J 1 ~+o or less. The average size of classes,it was found,is thirty- ll 
six~ Three of the five Negro schools met the standard for class 1 
lJ s1zes which _ is thirty to forty-five; the remaining teo schools, 
I 
h d II[ as an average did not meet t e stan ard. 
I 
As Table VIII indicates, there are no corrective classes in ·I 
\' I the Negro schools. This is due to the fact that facilities as ,; 
I I! indicated in Table V, and time as revealed by Table VIII has 
\! not been made available because it was indicated in Table II, 
!that all Negro teachers had the necessary training in correctives. 
Jin this item Negro schools fell 25 points below the standard. 
The percentage for proper teacher load is zero.It was found ' 
j that no physical education teacher in any of the schools taught !I 
i under 360 minutes per day. All physical education secondary tea- 11 
jJ chers teach six periods per day, 1800 minutes per . week, which is 
\far above the standard specifications, 14oo minutes per week. In 
!this item Negro teachers fell below the standard 25 points. 
I All Negro schools evidenced that records of examination, 
I 
I' 
II 
I jskills and attendance were kept and used. There was no percentage 
!range, all schools were 100 percent in this item of evaluation. 
I 
~Physical education credit is given and required for graduation 
liin the Negro schools. 
The method of marking in physical education varied from 
!school to school and in some instances among teachers. All of 
II 
,,the Negro school physical education teachers agreed pupils 
I 
(( 
5 7 __ 1~-=~ -~~ 
should be marked on achievement, effort, sportsmanship and uni-
form. Opinions varied as to marking on attendance, posture and 
improvement in physical fitness. The percentage range for an 
I 
jl inclusive method of mar~ing, according to specifications, was 
70 to 100 percent, the Negro school teaohers adhering to stan-
dards 83 percent. One school of the five Negro schools used 
every aspect specified for marking. 
It was also evidenced that not any of the Negro schools 11 
used the award system for efficiency. This item produced a zero! 
II 
percentage and placed Negro schools twenty points below the 
I 
standard. I 
I 
Comparing White and Negro schools on 100 percent student 
'I 
enrollment in physical education, it was found that they paralle.l 
I each other with like percentages of 80. 
I are below the standard eleven points. 
Both groups of schools jl 
It 
li 
I! I 
I 
Tables VII and VIII show White schools ranking first in 
II time allotment for physical education 
11 
with a percentage of 20. :1 
1 Both groups of schools are below the standard; Negro schools 45 11 
I I points and White schools thirty-six. 
I 
I From the standpoint of the annual examination, White \i 
schools are superior to Negro schools with a percentage of 95.6 1 
I 
I 
1~ schools with a percentage of 46.9. The White schools are only J: 
II ,1 2.4 points below the standard and Negro schools 29.2 points be- ~~ 
of the necessary aspects covered in examination and Negro 
~~ low. ~~~ 
11 By consulting Tables VII and VIII, it is also evidenced 
II 
I 
\l 
I 
that White schools are above Negro schools 20 percent in rela-
'~== --=-~~=- =-~--====--=-- -- '-=-== -'--=- -- -
'I 
I' 
il 1/ 
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1 tio~- to--~n~al ~~~~inatl~;~by th; p -hysl cal edu~ation teacher. II 
I 
IBoth groups fell way below the standard; Negro schools 35 points 
1
1 and White schools 28 points below. 
I One out of five White schools made assignments to physi-1 
~~ I 
\j cal education classes according to individual skills and needs, i 
1
: and three out of five Negro schools made assignments accordingly1 I' I 
,! I 
I It can readily be seen that Negro schools are superior to Whi_te 
1 
schools on this i tern; the percentage for Negro schools 60 and ;I 
White schools 20. Both groups of schools are below the standard!; 
I 
11 the Negro schools 16 points below and White schools 3~ points. 
' In relation to class sizes, all White schools fell with-
1
11 
1: 
IJ in the accepted standard with a percentage of 100; only 60 per-
Il cent of the Negro schools have standard class sizes. Negro 
1
schools fell below the standard 10 points. 
I 
I 
' In regard to corrective classes, Negro and White schools ! 
!parallel each other, both having zero percentage or no 
I 
I 
corrective 
I 
'I classes. 
Tables VII and VIII show ranking first, White teachers 
1and schools in teacher load evaluation; go percent of the White 
,I 
!I schools surveyed within the accepted standard of 14oO minutes 
I; 
I 
I 
I per week, or less. Negro schools r8nked zero, with all physical II 
ll edueation teaohers carrying teaching loads of 360 minutes per I' 
!day, lgoo minuDes per week. In this item Negro schools fell ' 
1twenty-five points below the standard and White schools met the 
' standard. 
II 
I 
\1 
Negro schools proved more adequate in the retaining and
1 
use of records than White schools, that is i n physical education. 
I " 
,I 
il 
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/100 percent of the Negro schools kept and used records and 80 
l1percent of the White schools did the same. White schools fell 
!below the standard six points. 
1! Both Negro and White schools reached the standard 100 
I 
I 
!percent for physical education as a required course for gradua-
ltion. 
It was evidenced that more White school teachers adhered 
jto the eight aspects for marking in physical education than Negr~ 
school teachers; White schools 86 percent and Negro schools 83 
percent. 
I 
Sixty percent of the White schools have an award system 
and no type of award system was found in Negro schools, a deci-
sive adequacy of the White schools above .. N_~-gro. Both schools ~~ 
White school s 
I 
II 
!fall below the standard, Negro schools 20 points and 
18 points. 
11 The Negro schools ranged from 18.3 percent to 53.5 per-
' cent on all items of program organization. One of the five 
II 
II 
!Negro schools was 
II 
below the 50 percent level. White schools I 
ranged from 43·3 percent to 72.8 percent on the items of program ! 
!organization. It can readily be seen that the White schools' 
physical education programs are definitely better organized than 
Negro programs. The percentage for White schools 61 and Negro 
schools 4o.5. 
Both groups, however, fell below 
11program organization, White schools 156.2 
the total standing for i 
points below and Negro !' 
/! schools 219.6 points below, the standard for program organizatio~ 
I 
lbeing 4oo points. 
-- --=::::----: =--1 --= - --==:= . ..=.:...=.-== ==--- ---=::-..:__-
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I TABLE VII 
PROGRru~ ORGANIZATION IN THE WHITE HIGH SCHOOLS I 
11 
I 
I 
I I ITEM STAN- s c H 0 0 L s 
DARD ____ ,.._ I SCORE A B .. c ~· D E TOT. AV. PJi~RCENT 
' 
I 
I 
i i 
lOg% enrolled in 
Phy~ical Education 55 55 55 55 0 55 220 44.0 80.o 
Eve!r.-y student 
2o .. oJ 60 lbinutes dailJ_ 45 45 0 0 0 0 45 9.0 
AnnUa.l Examine.tion 
II Ph~bician-Dentist 55 52 55 52 52 52 263 52.6 95.6 
Amfual Examination I Ph~1 ical Education I TeBiCher 35 0 35 0 0 0 35 7.0 20.0 
PuP,il Assigned work I ac~~rding to skills I andl needs 40 0 0 0 0 40 40 8.0 20.0 
-85~ normal pupils arE I 
in lplasses of 40 or 
25 25 25 25 25 25 125 25~_0 100.1) II le~s 
8~j of pupils in p 
co, rective classes o I 20 br less 25 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Te~' her load--1400 
miriutes or less 25 0 25 25 25 25 100 20.0 80.0 
Re1prds are kept I 
30 0 30 30 30 50 120 24.0 80.0 I and, used I 
Phi!fical Education 'I 
re~]J.ired for 
25 25 25 25 25 125 II ~ra:~uation 25 25.0 100.0 
MeBhod of marking 20 12 20 19 16 19 86 17.2 86.0 I II 
--Aw•r system 20 .0 20 20 0 20 60 12 . 0 60.0 
. 
·-I 
r I Total 400 214 290 251 175 291 1219 243.8 61.0 
I 
)
1 
Percentage 100.0 53.5 72.5 62.8 43.5 72.8 
- - --
,I 
II 
I 
I 
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T.ABLE VIII 
PROGR/IJ;! ORGANIZATION IN THE NEGRO HIGH SCHOOLS 
--
-
EfrAN- --~ I I ITEMS I s c H 0 fl. '[, ,., 
II 
I I~ ! jB D 0 ! -- · FERCENT 
I! 
.c CORE ~ A I ·"' -~ roT. AV. \J 
' ' , I
II 
II 
I' lOb% enrolled in 
Physical Education 55 55 55 55 55 0 220 44 80.0 II 
EVery student I 
sol minutes daily 45 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 II 
Annual. Exann.na t~on 
II Ph~sican-Dentist 55 15 15 52 47 0 129 25.8 46.9 
Annual. Examination 
Ph~sical Education 
I 
Te~cher 35 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 
Pupil Assigned work \: 
acbording to skills II 
an,d needs 40 40 40 0 40 0 120 24.0 60.0 J, 
tl5f> normaJ.. pupils are 
II irr classes o~ 40 or l~~s 25 25 25 25 0 0 75 15.0 60.0 
8Q;f, of pupils ~n II cd~rective classes of II 2q or less 25 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Teacher load-l400 ,, 
m~nutes or less 25 Q 0 0 0 e 0 0 0 li 
R~cords are ~ept 
I/ and used 30 30 30 30 30 50 150 30.0 100.0 II 
Physical Education 
r~quired for 
g!.i~duation 25 25 25 25 25 25 125 25.0 100.0 
I' 
II M~thod of marking 20 14 20 14 17 18 83 16.6 85 .. 0 
II li 
Award s:vstem ?0 
----_!)__ __ 
--- _JL () 0 0 0 _a 0 II 
' 
. I' 
I. Total ' 400 20L,l 210 201 214 75 902 180.4 40.5 il 
Percentage 100.0 51.0 52.7 so .. ~ 53 .5 18.3 
- --
II 
-
lr 
II 
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II PART II: PROGRAM ACTIVITIES 
i\ 
Program acti:V.i ties should be selected according to indi- li 
I 11 
,1
1
Vidual needs, developmental value, interest to students and · 
'i b 1:, jl carry-over value. The activities selected according to the 
\I supervisor, are those of the season and whatever the facilities I' 
'I will allow. II 
I The items of evaluation are variety, emphasis and par- I 
il ticipation during the instructional period, intramural activit1J 
land the interscholastic program. In accord with facilities avai! -
1 jable Negro schools rate 100 percent. It was indicated that fa-
l1 cili ties, equipment and supplies are used to the fullest extent 
1
1
and their uses also duplicated in other phases of the program. I· 
I' !The instructional period in the majority of .the Negro schools I 
1consist of the teaching of football, soccer, basketball, track I 
I I \\and field, soft:ball, baseball, dancing, tactics and calisthenics. 
1 ~ach of the five Negro schools registered 100 percent 
1in the above i terns. The intramural. program in four of the Negro 1 
1
\schools consist of basketball, baseball, volley ball and track ! 
JJand field for boys. The girls intramural program includes socce~ , 
jpasketball, volleyball and softball, which is the most activities 
,f ac1li ties will allow. The remaining school of the five Negro 1\ 
schools has no facilities for intramural a. The percentage of \I 
I ,, 
~egro schools having intramurals, thus,being So. Negro schools 
I II l~ell thirty points below the standard in their intP.amural program. 
6 cf. ~., p. 
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I! 
II 
II 
)\ ~Ill The ~eroe;tage - r~g~ f o; -the interscholastic progr~m -613s -~~--~-- -
I 
;
1 
from 32 to 54.7 percent per individual school. The boys inter- \1 
!\ scholastic program in the Negro high schools which is an out-
1 11 
II growth of the intramural program, includes football, basketball ,I\ 
~ softball and track and field. This is the most facilities will 
Pallow. The girls interscholastic program in the Negro high 
II 
!school includes basketball, softball and track and field. Much 
emphasis is placed on the interscholastic program by school 
principals. All of the Negro schools participate in the above 
~ named interscholastic activities. The percentage of participa-
i tion, in regard to the activities specified for an interscholas- , 
l1 tic program, is 1+5.3 percent. Negro schools fail to meet the 
I standard for girls in the participation phase. There are no I' 
\play days for girls in the Negro high schools. 
1 In the White high schools surveyed, it was found that 
\so percent of the schools placed necessary emphasis and partici- 1 
i pation of activities during the instructional period. Three out li 
I 
!of five White schools carried on intramural programs according 
I 11 to their enrollment. The percentage range for White schools is 
II from zero to 100 percent. 
By consulting Table IX, one can see that one school 
of the five White schools did not have an interscholastic pro-~~gram, nor a sui table play day for girls. In the interscholastic ! 
1\phase of the program, White schools ranged from zero to 45.3 per1 
cent, the percentage of interscholastic activities participated 
liin being 62 , 9 percent. 
I Comparison of the instructional period of the White and 
----- - ~==----====== --
II 
' 
II 
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Negro schools designate Negro schools above White. Tables IX j 
and X show Negro schools ranking first with 100 percent of the 
1
necesaary variety, emphasis and instruction during the instruc-
!1 tional period, and White schools below with a percentage of 80. 
I I 
1 From the standpoint of the intramural program, it was evi- l 
I
I denced that Negro schools also have a superior program. The 11 
percentage for Negro schools is 80 and White schools 60. Both ~~ 
' schools fall below the standard; Negro schools thirty points be-
1
1 
II low and White schools sixty points below. White schools ~anked .. 
I' first in play days for girls with. one of the five White schools 
participating, the percentage of White schools being 20. Play 
II days for girls in Negro schools gave a zero percentage. 
'I 
'I Tables IX and X further show that Negro schools rank firs~  
I! in interscholastic activities with a percentage rank of 45. ".1; an~ I I--· ./ I 
White schools below with 28.8 percent. Both groups of schools II 
II 
' fall below the specified standards; Negro schools 41 points and 11 
I White schools 53.4 points. 1
1 
1 The percentage of measurement in program activities for i 
jl 
1
Negro schools range from 52 to 9l.B percent, no school falling 
II below the fifty percent mark in their activities. In the White 1 
schools the percentage range is 5.8 to 89.8 percent. The total 1\ 
1 
program of activities, evaluated in Tables IX and X, ranks Negr9
1 
schools first with a percentage of 82.3 and White schools second! 
\, with a percentage of 62.9. 
TABLE IX 
PROGRru~ ACTIVITIES IN THE ~RITE HIGH SCHOOLS 
STM 
- II DAR s c H 0 0 L s ITEMS sea E A B c D E TOT. AV. PERCENT 
I· 
I 
Variety, emphasis 
and participation 
I! during Instructiona 
Program 175 ·a 175 175 175 175 700 140.0 80.o II 
Organization of a ' 
large variety of I 
intra~ural sports 150 0 150 150 0 150 450 90.0 60.0 p 
Interscholastic 
Program 75 25 54 25 28 0 108 21.6 28.8 II 
Total ' 
400 23 359 348 205 325 1258 251.6 62.9 I· 
~.oo.o 5.8 89.8 87.0 50.8 81.3 II Percentages -- -- -- II 
-' 
I 
\I 
" I 
_1 
Ji 
I 
i 
I 
TABLE X 
PROGRAM ACTIVITIES IN THE NEGRO HIGH SCHOOLS 
i! 
\ITEMS 
ll 
1Variety, emphasis 
and participation 
1during Instructional Program 
Organization of a 
~arge variety of 
i ntramural sports 
Interscholastic 
Program 
I 
II 
I 
I 
I 
I· 
I 
1\ 
Total 
Percentage 
STAN 
DARD 
scoru 
175 
150 
75 
400 
p.OO.O 
-=- ---~-::::.==- ---~ .=-
s 
A 
175 
150 
24 
349 
87.3 
C H 0 0 L s 
B c D E TOT. 
175 175 175 175 875 
150 150 150 0 600 
42 35 56 33 170 
367 360 361 208 1645 
91.8 90.0 90.3 1>2.0 
-
I 
\ 
= ==--'-__ _§6_~ -==-
1\ 
II 
I 
I 
I 
AV. PERCENT 
I 
I 
I! 
II 
175 100.0 I 
120 80.0 II 
34 45.3 jl 
II 
329 82.3 
I 
- -- II 
I, 
II 
\\ 
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CHAPTER VI 
CONCLUSIONS 
In order to give the reader a total picture of the sub- I: 
I I ject investigated, a graph of all items surveyed and their per- 1 
lcentages per school, is presented. This is a statistically pre- \! 
lpared report of the comparative status of all the Negro second- I' 
ary schools, in the public school system of New Orleans, with 
five of the White secondary schools of comparable enrollments 
I 
and physical education personnel. The items of the graph are in~ 
II 
I 
I 
il 
dicated as follows: 
I. Instructional Staff 
II. Facilities, Equipment and Supplies 
III. Program Organization 
IV. Program Activities 
v. Professional Assistance 
The standing of the White and Negro schools is indicated 
I 
in terms of percentage, from zero to one hundred percent. Aceordt 
II 
1ing to the analysis and synthesis of data, it was found that Ne- 1, 
I 
gro and White teachers nearly paralleled each other in I. There :1 
1
,was a definite drop in the percentage of facilities found in the II 
I 1, 
)schools, Negro schools having a higher percentage than Whi.te '' 
II schools as indicated in the graph. Item III, Program Organiza- II 
~ion, reveals a 14 percent increase of Wh1 te schools over Negro i' 
Item IV, Program Activities, designates an increase I schools. 
II 
of Negro schools over White schools; Negro schools 82.3 percent 
I 
II 
' and White schools 62.9 percent. Item V, Professional Ass1sta~ce ~ 
_J-.;:;::;: --- - = ~---=-- ·-=:=:--......::::::-::....--=.. ~ -:::::::::-====- -..=---=----- - ..:.... - :::::::;;;;.. -- - -·;= --------=-
II 
I 
I 
I lfound a greater percentage 
!percent and Negro schools 
' 
- -=- = ~ ~~·=-=~=c=..= =- _68 !~ 
in White schools; White schools 75 
65 percent. 
I The standard score for the total program is lgoo points. 
'Neither the White nor colored schools met the standard. The 
average score for Negro schools is 1115.g and White schools 
I 
I 
I' ,, 
I 
I 
II 
II 
II 
I' 
I 
I 
,I 
I 
I 
I! 
I 
1109.2. 
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TABLE XI 
II 
II I 
TOTAL STATUS OF WHITE AND NEGRO SCHOOLS II 
I POSSIBLE 
!ITEM POINTS 
I 400 
II 400 
:I 
III 400 
I V 400 
v 200 
TOTALS 1800 
I. Instructional Staff 
I I. Facilities 
II I I I. Program Organization 
I IV. Program Activities 
V. Professional Assistance 
NEGRO WHITE 
SCHOOLS SCHOOLS 
288.4 288.6 
188 175.2 
180.4 245. 8 
329 251.6 
150 150 
1115.8 1109.2 II 
I 
li 
II 
=-- ---=---=== ~== 
CHART I 
COMr-ARISON OF WHITS AND NEGRO 
Hl.G H SCHOOLS 
Percentage 
- 100 
-- 90 - I -
~ 80- -r 
! 
I. 
, \ 
. 70 ~-
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' v = P~ofessional Assistan~e 
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?l 
--- --- (Five White and Five Negro Secondary Fublic Schools) 
1. In-col'lli,laring :Ne~o and White teachers as tp undergraduate 
l?X'Ofesaiobal training, Negro teachers have a higher rating 
than white teachers, according _to standard specifications. 
2. It waa revealed _ that more white tea.che:ra have completed 
credits on the g:r_aduate level and received. maate:r:e decees 
than Negro teachers. 
3. N'egro teachers are Jnore in accord with the standards of re-
ceney of training tha.ft tt teachers; ·l!ea-o teachers 65.o 
and White teachers 47 percent. 
4. Mor·e White teachers are members of professional organizations 
and attend professional meetings more re~ltU-ly than Negro 
t•achere. 
5. From the standpoint of teaching _ experience, Negro teachers 
were 6 percent ~bove 'White teachers. 
6. Accordi~g __ to standards specified, g~od inst~ctional etatfs 
are teund in both White and Negro schools. 
7. There is no graTe difference in the training of \bite and 
Negro teachers; the l!fegro t~hers having_ 72.1 pero~nt of 
the necessary aspects evaluate« in the instructional st~f' 
and '-bite teachers 72.2 percent. 
s. !he five White schools have adequ~te lib~a:ry taoilitiee but 
Negro sc]1ools do not, a.ccordiDg:_ to standard specifications. 
9. The function of the superviaor is not in keeping with the 
standards. 
10. The professional assistance in W-hite schools is superio~ to 
lfegxoo schools. 
=---=~=!= 
16. 
I 
II 
'117. 
I 
19. 
,I 
11 20. 
I 
II I 
11 21. 
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li 
I 
White schools. 
White schools have a larger percent of indoor and outdoor 
facilities, general supplies and equipment than Negro schoo] s. 
I 
Both Negro and White schools have the percentage of So for il 
student enrollment in physical education. Both are below ~~ 
I, 
the standard eleven points. 1 
One White school meets the standard for time allotment. The 1 
other four White schools and all Negro schools do not meet 11 
the standard but only have one hundred twenty minutes of 
physical education per week. 
11 
II 
,I 
I' 
More phases of physical examination are given in White 
schools than Negro schools. 
The Negro schools have a better percentage than White in rei 
I 
lation to assigning pupils to physical education classes in lj 
I 
term of skills and rieeds. 1, 
The physical educat.ion class sizes in White schools is 100 \\ 
percent within the accepted standard but only 60 percent of l· 
the Negro schools have standard class size. 
No corrective classes were found in either White or Negro 
schools. 
White teachers fall within the standard teaching load of 
fourteen hundred minutes per week. Negro teachers teach 
eighteen hundred minutes per week. 
l: 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Physical education credit is given and required for gradua- , 
I' 
tion in both White and Negro schools. I 
Both White and Negro schools have good methods of marking in 
25 • 
. I 
,, 
II 
I 
I 
I 
li 
' 
ll 
'I 
====-=7Jii==-=.-=c physical education; a percentage rank of g6 and g3, White 'J 
II 
and Negroes respectively. J 
Three out of five of the White schools have a sfstem of j 
awards. No system was found in the Negro schools. I, 
White schools have a decisive superior program organization II 
in physical education than Negro schools. 
Both schools fall below the standard for program organiza-
tion. II 
Negro schools have a more adequate program of activities in l 
the instructional, intramural and interscholastic phase of 
the program than White schools. 
There are no play days for girls in the Negro schools. One 
of the five White schools participated in play days. 
It 
The standard score for the total program is eighteen hundred 
I 
points. Negro schools 
schools 1109.2 points; 
schools. 
rated as an average 1115.8 and White 
11 
Negro schools 6.6 points above White 
II 
I! 
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I' RECOMMENDATIONS: 
I 
I -1. There is great need for a complete survey of all White 
II 
I 2. 
II 
Jl 
II 3· 
! 
schools, initiated by the administration. 
A more comprehensive course of study needs to be developed 
in accord with a general survey. 
A- supervisor of women and men physical education teachers 
I 
is recommended, at least a supervisor for Negro schools and 
one for White schools. 
4. More play space, equipment and facilities are recommended 
for all schools. 
,, 5· 
I 
I 
6. 
I 
I 7. 
II 
II 
1: 8. 
9. 
110. 
'I 
II 
11
11
• 
11 12. 
It is recommended that physical education teachers should 
be required to further their training in courses as dancing, 
games of low and high organization and swimming. 
More Negro teachers should become members of professional 
organizations and attend professional meetings. 
I 
It is further recommended that provision should be made for ' 
pupils who belong in corrective classes. 
The time allotment per pupil for physical education should 
be met. 
Follow-up examinations should be provided. 
I 
That the teaching load of Negro teachers be reduced to meet li 
the specified teaching load standard. 
Departmental meetings between the supervisor and physical 
education teachers should be held. 
All White schools should elect department heads in their 
schools and organize the physical education department in 
II 
'I 
·I I ~ 
lt3• 
:I 114. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
II 
11 
,, 
II 
II 
II 
II 
il 
II 
I 
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their schools. 
Play days should be instituted for Negro high school girls 
in the place of the interscholastic program. That more 
White schools will adopt play days for girls. 
Strong intramural programs are recommended for both White 
and Negro schools. 
I 
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APPEEDIX 
APPENDIX 
II 
I 
II 
I 
az '1 
Evaluating The Physical Education Program Of New Orleans,La. 
I 
Public Secondary Physical Education School Teachers 
Number of People in Your Department 
Approximate enrollment in the School 
Average Size of Physical Education Classes 
Number of ·Free Periods You Have. 
11 Directions: In the blank space to the right of the page 
please indicate with a check (Y) if you have 
\
1 
the following professional training,facilities, 
equipment, program organization, program ac-
1! 
tivi ties and professional assistance. If you 
do not have the above named items of informa-
tion, place en (X) mark in the blank. 
11 I. Instructional Staff 
II 
I! 
A. Kind of Professional Training 
1. Physiology and Anatomy ____ __ 
I 
Administration and Supervision 2. 
Measurement 
II l+. Correctives 
I Activity Technique 
a. Water Sports 
b. Gymnasium 
--
o. Dancing 
d, Games 
e. Highly Organized Sports 
f. Self Testing Activities 
g. Games of Low Organization 
'I li 
I 
I 
I, 
II 
II 
I' 
,, 
., 
II 
i=== b. Psychology 
c3J 
II 
II I 
I 
jl 
I 
i 
li 
II 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I. 
I! 
I 
i 
I 
__ II 
II 
!I 
II. 
9· 
10. 
11. 
12. 
Hygiene and Biology 
Chemistry 
Public Education 
Social Sciences 
Language 
Research 
B. Extent of Training 
1. 6o semester hours of 
II 
'I II 
II 
I' 
:I 
Jl 
I 
college credit I 
I 
2. 90 semester hours of college credit and a degree · I 
- I 
3· . 120 sem hours of college credit and a degree _ I 
4. 135 eem. hours and a college degree 
- 5· 150 sem. hours and a masters degree 
6. 160 sem. hours and a masters degree 
C. Recency of Training 
1. 6 credits in five years 
---
D. Membership in 3-5 professional organization 
E. Attendance at professional meetings (indicate the 
1. 6 in the last year 
F. Lengt~ of teaching experience 
(indicate in number of years 
Facilities 
A. Ample Play Space ___ __ 
(For enrollment) 
B. Proper Placement of Buildings 
(For Physical education classes) 
C. Indoor Facilities 
1. Exercise or playing facilities are available 
I 
II 
'I 
I 
i 
I 
II 
I 
I 
number:) 
I 
I 
_I __ 
r 
-,, 
I· I 
2. Bleachers for students 
3· Apparatus or activity room 
4. Class or team lecture room 
5. Corrective room 
6. Rest room 
7. Health unit room 
~. Instructors office 
9. Supply room(for daily supplies) 
---
10. Store room 
---
11. Dressing room ____ __ 
12. Extra dressing rooms 
1;~· . Lockers 
14. Drying room 
15. Shower room 
16. 
17. 
Swimming pool 
Sanitary fixtures 
(toilets, janitors room etc.) 
Best possible arrangement 
D. Outdoor Facilities 
1. Ample basketball, volleyball, tennis, etc. 
courts for use 
2. 
3· 
4. 
5· 
Ample baseball diamond 
---
Football, soccer or Speedball field 
---
Running track, vaulting and jumping pits 
Bleachers 
(sufficeint number for students) 
6 •• Facilities for archery, croquet, horseshoes etc. 
7• Fence (for protection .and order) 
III 
F. 
G. 
!I 
======-===--= ======="-=========g_sl'l=i === 
E. Equipment 
1. Piano 
---
2. Mats (ample for enrollment) 
3· Corrective room equipment 
4. Horizontal bars 
---
5. Parallel bars 
6. Buck __ _ 
7· Horse __ _ 
8. Climbing rope 
9. Rings 
10. Scales 
11. Spirometer 
12. Hand dynamometer 
13. Leg and back dynamometer 
14. Hurdles 
---
15. Maintenance equipment 
16. Stall bars 
---
Clubs, dumbbells 
Ladder 
---
Other light apparatus 
---
General supplies (such as balls for activities) 
First Aid Supplies (ample for enrollment) 
I' 
I 
I 
,, 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
,, 
II 
II 
il 
Program Organization 
'I 
i 
·I 
I, 
A. 
B. 
c. 
100% enrolled in physical education 
Each student in physical education 60 minutes 
Annual examination / 
1. Heart 
II 
daily II 
~ 
II 
!! 
'I --1~ ~-===== ·=== ~========================~~==~3~=1 ======~· 
I 
II 
I 
I 
I 
II 
I 
I 
I 
J 
II 
_Ji 
2. Lungs 
3· Vision 
4. Hearing 
5· Nose 
6. Teeth 
7· Throat 
s. State of Nutrition 
9· Skin 
10. Family health histony 
11. Personal health history 
Annual examination by physical education teachers 
---
E. Assignments are made according to pupil skills and 
individual needs 
F. S5% of the pupils enrolled are in classes of 4o or 
less 
---
G. SO% of the pupils enrolled in corrective physical 
education are in classes of 20 or less 
H. The teachers load in assigned time is l!J.oO minutes 
per week or less for every teacher 
I. Records of attendance, examination, skills issued 
and equipment are kept and used ---·-
J. Credit for physical education is given and required 
for graduation 
K. The method of marking in physical education is all 
inclusive 
1. Regularity of attendance 
2. Effort 
3· Sportsmanship 
4. Achievement in knowledge, skills and attitudes 
5· Posture 
I 
,, 
;( ~==~==~'========~~====~============~==~=========82 !11===== li 6. Improvement in physical fitness 
I 7• Taking showers 
I 
1
: ~ . Costume, neatness and change required 
I 
L. Award System 
Use of point system for mental, physical, and socia] 
I efficiency, awarding only the school monogram, in 1 
which all students are eligible for competition ~ 
I IV . 
I 
I 
I 
II 
I 
I 
II 
II 
I 
Special activities are given for girls, under super- j 
vision, during menstrual period ____ __ 
M. 
Program Activities I 
A. 
B. 
c. 
,I 
Variety, Emphasis and Participation during the In- 11 
structional Period, including the types of activities lj 
as made desirable and possible by facilities availabl11 
The organization of a large variety of sports in the 1
1
'\ 
intramural program depending on the enrollment 1 
The interscholastic program includes from S-14 sports ~~~~ 
depending on the number of students enrolled 
1. Archery 
II 
I 
2. Baseball and Softball 
3· Basketball 
--
4 . Golf 
5· Handball 
6. Horseshoes 
7· Playground Baseball 
B. Soccer 
9· Speedball 
10. Swimming 
11. Tennis 
12. Track and Field 
13 . Volleyball 
j: 
I 
~~'-t~~~ 
'I 
I 
I! 
'I 
II 
D. 
I 
I 
:i 
:J 
I 
14. ~=o=-==='--'- ======~8~8~i~~~ II Gymnastics 
15. Twnbling 
16. La Crosse 
17. Touch Football 
lg. American Football 
70% of the girls participate in one play day each 
semester 
I V. Professional Assistance 
A. 
B. 
c. 
The school library has at least 5 magazines in the 1 
field of education and physical education, available II 
to teachers (three in the field of physical education 
The library has a good variety of at least 30 books !I 
in the physical education field published in the last 
1 
ten years 
Supervision. The supervisor should be responsible fo~ 
best possible methods, encourage initiative of · 
teachers, improve teaching methods, maintain a demo- II 
cratic spirit, set up definite standards and in other 
ways motivate teachers i 
I 
==================================== ===========~====~=====-=---
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I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1: 
II 
!I 
I! 
I 
I 
I' 
II 
I 
I 
===========~=====-============~= Questionnaire 
Supervisor of Physical Education 
Part I The Physical Education Supervisor 
Part 
(Please check in the blank to the right if the 
statement applies). 
1. I am responsible for 
A. Best possible teaching methods 
B. Improvement of teaching 
c. Encouraging initiative in teaching 
D. Maintaining a democratic spirit 
E. Setting up standards 
F. Motivating teachers 
2. I have the following training: 
A. College degree in physical education 
B. Credits toward a masters degree 
c. Master's degree 
D. Doctor's degree 
II. The Physical Education Program 
1. How was the course of study developed? 
2. What are the aims and objectives of the physi-
cal education program? 
3· Ar.e the physical education programs of Wh~te 
and Negro schools the same? 
4. What is the time allotment for physical educa-
tion in the public schools? 
5· What part of the school budget is allocated for 
the physical education program in the Negro high 
schools? in the White high schools? 
b. What are the means of distributing facilities 
and equipment in the Negro and White high schools ,y 
I 
J 
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I. 
II 
II 
II 
I' II 
,, 
II 
I 
I 
I 
I' 
I 
I 
II 
I 
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What is the time schedule for visitations in 7· 
the Negro schools? White schools? 
S. What, in your estimation, are the improvements 
needed in the present physical education pro-
gram? 
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A SCORE CARD FOR EVALUATING PHYSICAL EDUCATION PROGRAM 
FOR HIQB SCHOOL BOYS 
by 
John M. Harmon 
·~--~--------------------~B~o~s~to~n U~nL~·~v~er~s~i~t~y 1 • 1 ~ 1 1 
11 I. Instructional Staff • u 
1 
A. Kind of Professional Trainin~ · 
II 1. Physiology and Anatomy 1 .... ~ 
L 2. Administration and Supervision 1 ... ':' 1 
II 3. Hygiene and Biology 
1 4. Measurement , I , i 5. Correctives , 
:1 6. Activity Technique , , ........ 
7. a. Water sports 
b. Gymnasium ~ I l 
I c. Dancing 
II e. Highly organized sports 
!I f. Self ·t:..f:.~ . activities 
g. Games of low organizat ion 
1 
• 7. PsyQ_h9_logy 
II 8. Public education " 
11 Ch . t i1 9 o em~s ry ., J ~ 
1! 10. Social Science .., 
'I 
1
1 
11. Language ~ 1 
!r 12 o Research , 
l1 B. Extent of Trainins:Y . .., 
I! lo 60 semester hours 1 college credit 
1
1 2o 90 semester hours' college credit .... 
3. 120 hours and a college degree 
1
!1 4. 135 hours and a college degree v 
1 5. 150 hours and a master's degree --
li 6. 160 hours and a master's degree 1.., r 1 1 II C. Recency of Training (6 credits in 5 years) --
D. Membership in 3 to 5 Professional Organizations 
-- -
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i 
I 
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II 
lj 
I 
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SCORE CARD FOR PHYSICIAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS FOR HIGH SCHOOL BOYS 
(Cont.) 
I 1 1 2 r- -3 l-
E. Attendance at Professional Organizational Meetings (6 25 
in last year) _ 
F~ _Le:qgth of Teaching Experience (10 years or more) _ _____ _______ _________ __ ______ _ QOI_j 
G. Phvsical Fitness of Instructors 75r-r 
II. FACILITIES 400 II 
A. Ample Play Space 100 
B. Proper Placement of Buildings ;;.5 401 
C. Indoor Facilities po 35\ 
1. Exercise or playing 10 
2. Bleachers for students . 1 
3. Apparatus or activitv room 3 
4. Class or team lecture room 2 
5. Corrective room 4 
6. Rest room 2 
7. Health unit room (examination. first aid. etc.) 4 
8. Instructors' office 1 2ro2erli eguiu2ed 5 
9. Supply room (for sunnlies used dail:v 2 
10. Store room (supplies not in dailv use) 2 
11. Dressing room (ample for the enrollment 5 
12. Extra dressing rooms (visiting teams. officialsT 2 
13. Lockers (individual for all bovs enrolled) 5 
14. Drying room (for football suits. etc.) 2 
15. Shower rooms (adequate for enrollment) 
-~-- - -~- -~ 
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D. 
E. 
.. 
SCORE CARD FOR PHYSICAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS FOR HIGH SCHOOL BOYS 
(Cont) 
1 
16. Swimming pool. properly eouipped 5 
17. Sanitarv fixtures _(toilets9 _ _ianitor roont, etc.) 4 
18. Best QOSsible internal arrangement 2 
Outdoor Facilities 
1. Ample basketball, handball, tennis, volleyball, etc., 
' 
· courts lB 
2. Am~le baseball diamonds. olayground & hard ball 14 
B. Football. soccor. speedball, etc., fields · lB 
4. Running track, and vaulting and jumping pits 11 
5. Bleachers~ sufficient number for students 5 
6. 'Facilities for archery. croquet. self. horseshoes. etc. 8 
7. Fence (for protection and order) 6 
Equipment 
1. Piano 4 
2. Mats (ample number for the enrollment) 6 
B. Corrective room eouipment 5 
4. Horizontal bars 4 
5. Ps.rallel bars B 
6. Buck 2 
7. Horse 2 
8. Climbing ropes 3 
9. Rings 3 
10. Scales 3 
11. Spirometer 1 
12. Hand dynamometer 1 
15. Log and back dynamometer 1 
14. Hurdles 5 
15. Maintenance equipment 5 
16. St!!.ll bars 2 
17. Ladder 2 
18. Clubs, dwnb bells, etc. 1 
19. O_therd i-gh,t a:piJ.ara.tnao 1 - . -
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SCORE CARD FOR PHYSICAL EDUCATION PROGRM~S FOR HIGH SCHOOL BOYS 
(Cont.) 
' 
1 -> 
"' F. General supplies (such as balls) for all activities made 
possible by facilities in the system to which we have 
referred in charts seven and eighte 50 
G,_ First Aid Su22lies 1 am2le for all local needs 25 
III. Program Organization 
. A. 10_9% enrolled in uhysi cal education 55 
__ ....... B. Every boi in 2hzsical education 60 min. daily 45 
C. Examina.tion, annually, of a.ll boys by physician, dentist, I c.nd nurse 55 
. . 
1. Heart 7 
- -2. Lungs 7 
----· 3. VJ.sion 5 
4. Hearing 5 
--- 1-5. Nose 5 
6. Teeth 5 
7. Throat 5 
8. State of nutrition 5 
-- r-9. Skin 4 
10. FamilY health history 3 
'--
ll. Personal health history 4 
D. Annual Examination b~ Ph~sical Education Teacher 55 
E • .Assignments to classes are made according to the pupils' 
ski lls and individual needs. 40 
F. 85~ of normal 2u2ils enrolled are in classes of 40 or less 25 
G. 80% of the pupils enrolle~ · in corrective physical education 
are in classes of 20 or less. 25 
H. The teacher load, in assigned time, is 1400 minutes per 
week or less. for every feacher 
I. Records of attendance, examinations, skills, issued 
equipment. etc.~ are kept and used. 50 
-
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SCORE CARD FOR PHYSICAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS FOR HIGH SCHOOL BOYS 
(Cont.) 
J. Credit for physical education is given and required for 
graduation. 
K. The method of marking in phrsical education is all inclusive. 
1. R.egularity of attendance. including tardiness 
2. Effort 
5. Sportsmanship 
4 • .Achievement in knowledge. skills. and attitudes 
5. Posture 
6. Im2rovement in Qh!sical fitness 
7. Ta.king showers 
8. Costume. neatness. and change reauired 
L. Award System (Use of point system for mental, physical, 
and social efficiency, awarding only the school monogram, 
in which all bo!S and girls are eligible for comQetition} 
IV. Program Activities 
I 
I~ I -
______ , _ 
-+ 
II 
1/ 
I 
I 
I 
.I 
A. Variety,. Emphasis, and fii::, ('t ~-c of Participation during the 
Inst ructional Period, including the types of activities 
made desirable and possible by the facilities available 
B. The orga.nization of a large variety of sports in the 
intramural 2rogram number depending upon enrollment 
C. The interscholastic athletic program to include from 8 to 
14 SJ2orts 1 de2ending u.:gon the number of boys enrolled 
1. American football 
2. ArcherY 
5. Baseball (hard) 
4. Basketball 
5. Golf 
6. Handball 
7. Horseshoes 
8. Plazground baseball 
9. Soccer 
10. S.Pe.Eldb~ll 
-
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SCORE CARD FOR PHYSICAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS FOR HI GH SCHOOL BOYS 
(Cont.) 
I; 
:I 1 
I 11. Swimming 6 
il 12. Tennis 6 
ll 13. Track and field 6 
ll 
14. Volley ball 
-
4 
15. Wrestling 3 
- -
,[ 16. Gymnastics :2 
I 17. Tumbling 2 
II 18. La Crosse 2 l...---
[I l9e Touch football 1 
II V. Professional Assistance I 
I A. The school or departmental library has at least five magazines 
I in the field of education and physical education, available 
I 
,I to men teachers of physical education. (Three should be in 
II ~h~sical education field 
11 B. The library has a good variety of at least 30 books in the 
L__ ~h;ysical education field 2 :Qublished within the last t en vears. 
II C. Supervision. The supervisor should be responsible for best 
II possible methods, encourage initiative of t eachers, improve 
p teaching, maintain a. democratic spirit, set up definite 
2 
50 
50 
I 
standards , and in other ways motivate teachers. (Principal or special 100 
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A SCORE CARD -FOR EVALUATI-NG PHYSICAL EDUCATION ,PROGRAMS FOR HIGH SCHOOL GIRLS 
1 2 5 
Instructional Staff 
A. Kind of Professional Training 1001 
1. Physiology and Anatomy lC 
2. Administration and Suoervision lC 
5. Hygiene and Biology lC 
4. Measurement 6 
5. Correctives 6 
6. Activity Techniaue 25 
a. Water SQorts 4 
b . Gymnasium 5 
c. Dancing 4 
d. Games of defense 2 
e. Hiflhlv or·ganized snorts 5 
f. Self testing activities 5 
-~ .. 
g. Games of low or~anization 4 
7:. Psvcholo!N 8 
·~ 8 . Public education 5 
9. Chemistrv 5 
10. Social Sciences 5 
11. Language 5 
12. Research 5 
B. · Extent of Training 
l.._~ .... 
75 ! 1 
1. 60 semester hours' college credit 25 
2. 90 8emester hours' college credit f15 
5. 120 hours and a college degree 175 
4 . 155 hours and a college degree 75 
5. 150 hoUrs and a master's degree 75 
6. 160 hours and a master's degree 75 
c. Recency of Training (6 credits in 5 years} sol 1 
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SCORE CARD FOR PHYSICAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS FOR HIGH SCHOOL GIRLS (Cont.) 
~ 
D. Membershin in 3 to 5 Professional Or~anizations 
E. Attendance at Professional O~ganization Meetings (6 in last year) 
F. Length of Teachin_g Exoerience (10 vears or more)_ 
vG. Physical Fitness of Instructors 
Facilities 
A. Ample Plav Snace 
B. Proper Placement of Buildings 
c. Indoor Facilities 
1. Exercise floor. or plavin_g floor 10 
2. Bleachers for students 2 
3. Apparatus or activity room 3 
4. Kitchen or kitchenette 2 
5. Class or teara lecture room 3 
6. Corrective room 4 
7. Rest Room 4 
8. Health rinit room (examination. first aid. etc.) 4 
9. Instructors' office. properly equipped 4 
10. Supply room. for SUPPlies used dai],y 5 
11. Store room. for supplies not in daily use 2 
12. Dressing room (ample for the enrollment 7 
13. Extra DressinJ[ rooms for ~pecial use 2 ' 
14. Lockers _(individual_._ for all girls enrolled) 5 
15. Shower rooms (adequate for the enrollment ) 8 
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SCORE CARD FOR PHYSICAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS FOR HIGH SCHOOL GIRLS (Cont.) 
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16. Swimming pool. properly eouioped 
17. SanitEITY fixtures (toilets._ Janitor room. drinking fountains._ etc.)_ 
18. Best possible internal arrangement -
D. Outdoor Facilities 
1 • Ample basketball. handball. tennis. volleyball. etc •• courts 
2. Am_ple Qlayground baseball diamonds 
3. Hock~ socce~~ sneedbal~._ etc. fields 
45 RunP~n~ track and jumping nits 
5~ Facilities for arche~ 1 croguet 2 golf, horseshoes, etc. 
6. Bleachers 
7. Fence (for ~rotection and order~ 
E. Eouioment 
1. Piano 
2. Mats (ample number for the enrollment 
3. Corrective room e~uipment 
4 . Climbing ropes 
5. Rings 
6 . Scales 
7. SQirometer 
-8. Hurdles 
- -9. Maintenance eguiQment 
10. Victrola and records 
11. Volle~ and jum~ing standards, etc. 
F. General supplies, - such as balls, for all activities made possible by 
facilities in the system, to which we have referred in indoor and 
outdoor fa.cili ties 
G. First Aid Suppli~_ am~ for all lo_cal needs 
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SCORE CARD FOR PHYSICAL EDUCATION PROGRMAS FOR HIGH SCHOOL GIRLS (Cont. ) 
2 
Program Organization 
100% of girls i n physical education classes -
A dail;y: :Qrogram of 60 minutes in physical education classes. for eve_ry~ girl 
F.xamination. annually. of all pupils by phvsician. dentist._ and nurse 
L Heart 5 
2. Lungs 5 
3. Vision 4 
-4. Hearing 4 
. 5. Nose 5 
6. Teeth 4 
7. Throat 5 
8. State of nutrition 4 
9. Skin 5 
10. Familv health histor:v 2 
11. Personal health history 3 
Annual Exrunination by physical education teacher (age, ht., wt., lung 
ca oaci ty, S_l>_ine deviation. posture. feet. etc. ) 
Assignment to classes are made according to the pupil's skills and 
individual needs. 
85% of normal pupils enrolled in physical education are in classes 
of 40 or less 
80% of the pupils enrolled in corrective physical education are in 
classes of 50 or l ess. 
The teacher load, in assigned time, is 1400 minutes per week or less, 
for every teacher 
Records of attendance , examinations, skills , issued equipment, etc., 
are kept and used. 
Credit for 2h;y:sical education is given and reguired for graduation 
The Method of Marking in physical education is all inclusive. 
1. Regularit;y: of attendance 1 including tardiness 3 
2. Effort 4 
3. Sportsma.nship 5 
4. Achievement in knowledge. skills. and attitudes 5 
5 •. :e.osture . ~ ~ 
6 ImorovP.ment in nhv~ical fitness 5 
7. Ta.kine: showers other hve:ienic habits 2 
8, Costmme , neatness, and change reguired 2 
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SCORE CARD FOR PHYSICAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS FOR HIGH SCHOOL GIRLS (Cont.) 
I 
I 2 5 4 I I 
I L. Award system follows the point system for mental , physical, and 
I. social efficiency, awarding only the school monogram, in which all I !I boys and girls are eli.gible for competition 25 
4001 I I 
I 
!! M. Special activity program, under s~pervision_, during menstrual period 20 
1\ Iv. Program Activities 
' A. Variety, emphasis, and extent of participation during the instructional period, 
including the types of activities made desirable and possible by the facilities 
and eguipment available 175 
I' B. The organization of a large variety of sports in the intramural program, I 
number depending upon school enrollment 150 
c. 70% of the girls in one play day each semester 75 
v. Professional Assistance 2001 I 
A. The school or department library has at least two magazines in the field of 
education and three in the field of physical education 50 
I B. The library has a good variety of at least 50 books in the field of physical I 
' 
education for girls. published in the last ten years. 
; c. Supervision. The supervisor should be responsible for best possible 
methods, encourage initiative of teachers, improve teaching, maintain a I 
democratic spirit, set up definite standards, and in other ways motivate 
1120 I teachers. (Principal or snecial supervisor) I 
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